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ASSESSING INDONESIA'S HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICE POST-SOEHARTO-
1998-2003

By Hikmahanto Juwana

In dev.eloping_ countries, such as Indonesia, an individual vyho assumes high
position in the government structure is considered to be iihportaht factor for
significant change to happen in the country. Many developed countries, inter-
national organizations, business communities, even political elites v/ithin the coun-
try seem to subscribe to this vie.w whea change is expected. Indonesia under
the Soeharto administration had been considered as a country with poor human
rights practice and records. The resignation of Soeharto as President in May
1998 sparked hopes that the human rights situation would improve. This article
aims to assess human rights practice in Indonesia post-Soeharto administration.

GLOBALIZATION AND HUMAN SECURITY IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

By M.C. Abad,Jr

Most policy makers today are no longer concerned about the value of economic
liberalization and interdependence in the maintenance of peace and security
among nations, but on the ability of nations or group of nations in managing
the ensuing new power relations and the social impact of economic change as

a resulb of globalization. Specific challenges arising from globalization include
among others: (1) the different levels and pace of economic growth; (2) in-

tensifying competition for markets and resources among nations; and, (3) "the

challenge within" — the social impact of globalization or what some have referred

to as the public purpose of integration. This article will focus on the third challenge.

KOIZUMI'S NEW POLICY ON ASEAN AND INDONESIA'S RESPONSE

By Teuku Rezasyah

Koizumi gained greater attention from within ASEAN soon after he launched

a policy called 'An Initiative for the Comprehensive Economic Partnership', with

Japan aspiring to create a community that acts together and advances together. In
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that initiative, two main issues have been pointed out: economic cooperation
and other cooperation for the future such as education, human resources de-

velopment, and transnational issues. ASEAN countries could hardly produce
a concerted response, as they tended to focus on their unilateral policies. While
Thailand and Singapore preferred a faster track towards a Free Trade Agreement
with Japan, Indonesia's response remained silent up to now. This article seeks
to explore reasons for Indonesia's lack of responses to the Japanesese initiatives.

nv/ai

FROM THE TRENCHES
^ ^^^^ The First Year of Indonesia's Crisis of 1997/98

I ^^^^ ^^^1 as Seen from the World Bank's Office in Jakarta

^^^^^^^^^^B Written by: Lloyd R. Kenward

W^^^ m^^^ I Published by: CSIS, Jakarta

'fl^r ^^bT ^^^^^1 This book provides an analysis of the first year of Indone-^ sla's crisis taking place in 1997-1998. It is written from the
perspective of someone who had the opportunity to ob-
serve the development and the impact of the crisis from a
strategic position: as an economist sitting in the World Bank
country office in Jakarta. The book is therefore an important
contribution to the growing literature on the Indonesian
economic crisis for two reasons. First, it provides the general
audience with a readable account on the evolution of the

crisis. Second, it also presents a detailed economic analysis for the specialized reader coming
from the academic or policy making community.

The book consists of three chapters. Chapter I presents a concise account of Indonesia's
economic performance prior to the crisis. Chapter II provides a very detailed chronological
review of the first year of the crisis. The main lessons and conclusions that emanate
from the analysis are highlighted in Chapter III.

The book serves as a good example of a comprehensive political economy approach, as it

manages to put economic analysis into a proper political context. Therefore, this
publication is recommended for those who are interested in Asian economic crisis in
general and Indonesian economic policies in particular.

200Z l3t Ed., X + 152 pp.; 25 cm, ISBN 979-«026-74-8; Rp 40.000,00
(overseas: US$25.00, postage by airmail included)

THE TRENCHES
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Indonesia's 2004 Elections:

Predicting Is Harder Than Ever*

fusuf Wanandi

ELECTION fever along with the

inevitable campaigning essen-

tially began to spread as soon

as the legislation was finalized by the

House of Representatives (DPR) in

mid-2003. Efforts are already under-

way to mobilize funding to establish

local committees, and prospective

candidates have been selected and

proposed from the various political

parties. Based on the amended Con-

stitution, there are two very pro-

nounced changes: The direct election

of the president at two stages, and

the election of a kind of regional/

provincial representatives (or the "Se-

nate") council with limited powers to

represent the regions.

*This article had been published in The

Jakarta Post successively on 3 and 4 Feb-

ruary 2004.

While the elections of the president

and House legislators will involve

candidates that are put forward by

political parties, the "Senate" or the

Regional Representatives Council {De-

wan Perwakilan Daerah/DFD) will be

composed of personal/individual cand-

idates.

Public opinion polls have been

undertaken by many media groups

or NGO's interested in the general

elections. Their results have varied

wildly, but its accuracy is questioned

due to the limited access of the polls

itself. It is a new phenomenon for

Indonesians and only certain seg-

ments of society can be, or are inten-

tionally, polled — most of whom are

mainly people in large cities, with

home telephones. Therefore, normally

just the elite and middle class will

get the access to be involved in the
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?olls. With such limited surveys, it

s not easy to reach an accurate cross-

section of the many greatly diverse

demographic segments, which is parti-

:ularly important because most people

in this multifarious archipelago will

v'ote based on which group they come

from, depending on one —or a com-

bination of— factors that include re-

ligion, ethnicity or regional identity.

Most domestic institutions, such

as political organizations or mass-

based organizations are still under-

developed. Only the Golkar Party

has a reasonably well-organized netr

work nationwide. The other ones are

still based on those demographic group

identities.

The electronic media —especially

radio and TV— will play a certain role,

as freedom of expression is no longer

illegal. However, most of those media

are owned by urban, upper-class

groups in society, including the family

and/or cronies of former president

Soeharto. It should be noted, however,

that their influence on people's

voting behavior is not very clear, be-

cause this is also a relatively new

instrument here. But radio and TV

certainly have a wider reach than

the print media, or so it would seem.

The new political laws are very

much in favor of the existing po-

litical parties that are well-repre-

sented in the House of Represent-

atives {Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat/ DPR).

The four or five largest political

parties now in the DPR are likely to

maintain their dominance. Only the

rank amongst themselves may change.

For instance, based on the per-

formance in regional elections of gov-

ernors or bupati (regents), the Golkar

party seems to be the best organized

party and has been able to win a ma-

jority of governors and regents (48%

of governors and 36%t of regents are

Golkar members).

On the other hand, there have been

tensions and rifts within PDI-P, where

the central board often clashed with

the local branches on selecting the

candidates for governors or regents.

This has caused a major split among
party members and supporters. In

addition, the disappointing lack of

achievement by the Cabinet, led by a

PDl-P president, will also hurt the party.

The Prosperous Justice Party {Par-

tai Keadilan Sejahtera/FKS), which

is headed by Muslim intellectuals

and academics, has shown that it is a

well-organized institution, although

it is very much based on a strict inter-

pretation of Islamic principles. PKS
has, however, shown that it can be a

responsible and peaceful group in its

reactions to certain events that anger

more militant Muslims — the except-

ionally peaceful Iraq War marches are

a good example. It is still a very small

party and has only seven seats in

the DPR, but it could easily double

that in the next election.
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Another strict Islam-based party,

the Crescent Star Party {Partai Bu-

lan Bintang/?^^) — their symbol and

beliefs"are "akin to the conservative

ex Masyumi Party— on the other hand,

is expected to lose a lot of support al-

though it is now slightly larger than

the PKS, among other things because

of divisions in the party.

The nevs' rules make it difficult

. .
for new parties to" have ;a chance to

change the political equation. The

rules also severely restrict the role of

individuals in the DPR. Anybody in-

terested in becoming a legislator or

a Presidential candidate has to depend

on the support of political parties.

The legislative elections are as

important as the presidential election

because according to the new Con-

stitution the president has to get the

consent or advice from the DPR on

almost every important matter in-

cluding legislation, budgets, control

and the appointment of every im-

portant state agency, such as the

commander of the Armed Forces,

the National Police chief, the gov-

ernor of the central bank, the Supreme

Court head and all ambassadors.

Since there is not likely to be a

party with an outright majority in

the DPR, coalitions and alliances are

necessary to get policies through. This

will be an important requirement

for the next president and his/her

Cabinet. For this reason, the person

who will become the president is

expected to be an experienced and
astute politician in addition to being

a capable administrator and a re-

spected leader.

An important factor in the presid-

ential elections is the rule that the

whole country is treated as one elec-

toral region in that every vote counts

the same in the second round of the

election —whether it is from Java or

outside Java— the so-called full pro-

portional system. This makes Java,

which has 60% of the voting popu-

lace, a very important area for any

presidential candidate.

Thus, the combination of the pres-

idential and vice-presidential cand-

idates, (name recognition), and how
they represent parties' demographic/

identity groups, will be critical, es-

pecially in the first round of elections,

because there will be several cand-

idates. In the second round, however,

Java will be dominant, and the cand-

idate that can get a majority in Java

with over 60% of the votes will have

a very good chance of winning.

What Indonesia needs is a presid-

ent who is experienced in govern-

ment and administration, an astute

and capable politician, and a bal-

anced, moderate leader. But the situ-

ation before the presidential election

is still very fluid. Attempts have been

made to form alliances and coalitions

to weaken Megawati's second term
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prospects. Some parties still have

their options open in choosing their

Presidential and Vice Presidential

candidates, and with whom they will

forge an alliance. At this juncture it

is very difficult to predict the outcome.

There are two big influences on

the presidential election that need to

be watched: (1) name recognition and

popularity of the candidate; and (2)

support from the most number of

demographic segments- via a -greatly

organized political machine. Both

are needed, but which of those will

be more decisive is still an open quest-

ion, because it will be the first time

that voters have experienced direct

presidential election.

But if history is any indication,

both in this first round of the pres-

idential election and in the legislative

election, name recognition will be

important, but more so will be the

party machinery and the societal

groups that support certain candid-

ates. Adept party members and money

are important requirements for the

machinery and organization to per-

form. The groups can be religious, ethn-

ic or region-based and are still very

influential at the rural, grass-roots

level.

For Java's relatively more educated

voters, and in many cities outside

Java, the resistance against Golkar

during the Soeharto period earlier

was such that Golkar could never

get more than 50-60% of votes in

such areas, despite having exercised

a great amount of pressure. The other

important factors are the people's

political awareness and willingness

to make their own choice, it should

be noted that there has been some re-

sistance against the incumbent PDI-P.

It will be important to follow the

trends closely because of the fluidity

of the situation in order to monitor

changes before the elections are held.

Megawati, the incumbent presid-

ent, has the advantage of the job, high

visibility and name recognition as the

daughter of former President Soekar-

no> and wide r,ecognition as an op-

position leader against President

Soeharto. On top of these, she has

also mobilized a lot of funding for

the elections. However, Megawati's

achievements as president have been

disappointing: Unemployment is

mounting and the cost of living has

increased, especially for ordinary

people; she is seen as being too close

to the TNI; and her party, the PDI-P,

is internally in a mess. The party is

split at the Central Committee level

as well as at the local and grass

roots levels

Even in Bali and East Nusa Teng-

gara, two bulwarks of the PDI-P, the

parly is split down the middle because

many members have been disap-

pointed with her handling of the Bali

bombings. She promised to oppose

the national education law but did
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nothing when the PDI-P's legislators

supported it. Most probably, the PDl-P
will become the second party after

Golkar with the loss of at least 10%
of the seats in the legislature.

Nonetheless, Megawati will most
likely be a finalist in the first round
of the presidential elections and will

go through to the second round. No
candidate is likely to come out the

winner in the first round due to the

stringent requirements. In the second
round, the two finalists only have to'

compete for the largest number of

votes. In the second round, however,
all the other candidates/political

parties could rally against and defeat

her.

The legislative elections will be
held on 5 April 2004, three months
before the presidential election. The
results of the legislative elections will

definitely have an impact on the pres-

idential election as they will be an-

nounced very near the presidential

election. The Golkar candidate is ex-

pected to benefit from this effect.

The other finalist in the presidential

election might well be the Golkar cand-

idate selected by the party's national

convention after the legislative elect-

ions. This presupposes that the party

will unite to support a credible cand-

idate. In the primaries in October

2003, Golkar decided to let seven per-

sons slog it out to win the party's

final nomination.

Among them, Akbar Tandjung has
the best credentials as an adminis-
trator as well as a politician who is

able to form alliances in the legis-

lature. In addition, he is a moderate
with balanced views. His main im-
pediment is the corruption case against

him, although the money was never
meant to him enrich him personally,
but rather support Golkar's efforts to

have Habibie reelected.

Throughout his political career,

he has never been known to be cor-

rupt. If the Supreme Court overturns
his conviction", he has a real chance
of becoming- -the final Golkar pres-

idential candidate and winning the

election. But he needs to show that

he is serious about fighting corruption,

and to appoint credible persons to

head the law enforcement agencies,

such as the chief of police. Attorney
General and minister of justice.

General Wiranto has never shown
credible leadership, especially during

the Jakarta riots of May 1998, and
during the process of Soeharto's ous-

ter. He also has been tainted by the

East Timor rampage by TNI-supported

militia in the wake of the 1999 Re-

ferendum and the killing of students

during the special session of the MPR
in November 1998.

The international community, es-

pecially civil society groups and the

media everywhere around the world,

would be united against him as pres-

ident, and this would have serious
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mplications for Indonesia's foreign

jolicy and foreign relations. He has

)een indicted in the Dili District

Zourt in East Timor by the Deputy

General Prosecutor for Serious Crimes,

I post established by UNTAET, itself

\ body created by UN Security

louncil Resolution 1272 of 25 Octo-

3er 1999.

Domestically, an ex-army man is

dso not going to be a popular choice

imong NGOs and the elite, although

^ome support from the public might

De forthcoming as many people are

red up with the present uncertainty.

Wiranto has reportedly received a

ot of funding from the Soehartos

and their cronies.

These two would appear to be the

front runners out of the seven cand-

idates selected during the Golkar

primaries. As Akbar Tandjung has

been acquitted by the Supreme Court,

he is very likely to get the best chance

of becoming the Golkar presidential

candidate. Another person that could

win in the convention is Jusuf Kalla

should Akbar have not be acquitted

by the Supreme Court. Jusuf Kalla is

a trustworthy businessman and was

never a crony of Soeharto. He has

some administrative experience as

Coordinating Minister for Social Af-

fairs in the Megawati Cabinet, although

this has only been over the last two

years.

Kalla has stuck his neck out to

get the Malino Accord signed to re-

solve the religious strife in Poso

(South Sulawesi) and in the Moluccas,

essentially capitalizing on the stature

and respect he enjoys among people

from Eastern Indonesia. He is very

low key and is considered to be too

pragmatic. He also has a limited cap-

acity to reach out to the man on the

street and does not have the over-

whelming support of Golkar members

as he was not a party member. But he

could be an important figure to re-

place Akbar if the latter is precluded

from running.

Another candidate from another

party is Amien Rais from PAN (Na-

tional Mandate Party) and speaker

of the MPR. He has some national

recognition as MPR speaker and was

an opposition leader against Soeharto.

He has gained some credibility by

reacting strongly and consistently

against global terrorism and for be-

ing instrumental in ending Abdur-

rahman Wahid's presidency consti-

tutionally. He played a key role as

MPR speaker in thwarting the efforts

by some Muslim parties to amend
the Constitution to include sharia law.

However, he has a reputation of being

capricious and therefore is consid-

ered rather opportunistic. In addition,

some people around him are seen as

lacking credibility. His party and his

own organization have some limitat-

ions.

Meanwhile, Hamzah Haz, vice

president and chairman of the PPP

(United Development Party) has re-
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sorted to very irresponsible rhetoric

on the problem of global terrorism.

His party has been split, and therefore

the chances of him being elected are

not high. He might be happy to get

staying on as vice president.

On the other hand, Soesilo Bam-
bang Yudhoyono, Coordinating Min-
ister for Political and Security Affairs.

He has founded the Democratic Party

to support him. It is_ a new. and small

party. He has some name recognition

as a coordinating minister, can speak
well and get through to the people,

but he is considered to lack reso- -

luteness and courage as a leader. His

chances are limited as he has no
strong organizational or institutional

support. He might get the support
of Gus Dur's PKB (National Awaken-
ing Party). He is a more realistic cand-

idate for the PKB as Gus Dur's chances
of becoming president are slim, but
he has a better chance as a vice pres-
idential candidate.

Nurcholish Madjid, a respected
Muslim scholar, has no political sup-
port and will not get very far with his

self-proclaimed candidacy. No big
party has taken him on as its cand-
idate. Therefore, his chances are not
great.-

As a concluding note, it must be
said that the conduct of the elections

and their results are critical to Indo-
nesia's future as it depends so much
on them. Only a capable, experienced
and respected leader will be able to

undertake the reforms that the coun-
try needs. Short of that, Indonesia's

fate will be very uncertain indeed.

Recent Developments of Indonesian Islam*

Azyumardi Azra

INDONESIA is the largest Muslim

nation of the world. Despite the

fact that Muslims constitute the

largest single majority of the Indone-

*Paper presented for the 4lh CSAP
General Conference at Hotel Borobudur
Jakarta, Indonesia, 7-9 December 2003.

sian total population, Indonesia is

not an Islamic state, nor a secular

one in a strict sense of the term. Indo-

nesia is a Pancasila state which places

religions —including Islam— in an im-

portant position. This can be seen,

for instance, in the national ideology

of Pancasila (Five Principles/Pillars),
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vvhich adopts "belief in One Supreme
God" as its very first principle. Over-

iA'helming Muslims have accepted

Pancasila as the final ideological basis

3f the Indonesian state. Hence, there

IS little question about national ideo-

logy and the state form of Indonesia.

Nevertheless, there have been
rertain groups —either splinters or

•ringes— among Muslims since the

3ve of Indonesian independence on 17

August 1945, who wanted to estab-

ish an Indonesian Islamic state in-

stead. Some of them-like the Darul
'slam (DI) and Indonesian Islamic

A.rmy (TII) resorted to rebellion during

President Soekarno period; yet, they

ailed to achieve their aims not only

because the government was able

:o put an end to their rebellion, but

also because they failed to will any
^ significant support from the Muslim

zommunity.

In the post-Soeharto period at-

tempts to clear the way toward an
Islamic state have also been conducted

I
by certain groups of Muslims during

the four successive annual amand-
ment of 1945 Constitution to rein-

troduce the so-called "Jakarta Charter"

to its preamble. The reintroduction

of the Charter would allow the ap-

plication of Islamic law (shari'ah),

which in the end, would lead to the

transformation of Indonesia into an
Islamic state. But again these attempt

failed because the vast majority of

political and social forces both with-

n

in the Indonesian Consultative As-

sembly (MPR) and in society at large

opposed the move and kept the pro-

shari'ah and prorlslamic state groups
at bay.

Even though Indonesia is not an
Islamic state, there is no question that

Islam has been (and still is) an im-

portant factor in Indonesian politics.

The questions arise now, most com-
monly on the extent to which Islam

(or the Muslims) becomes a factor

in both domestic and foreign pol-

icies, and how Muslims influence

Indonesia's foreign policy in order to

play a greater - role in the Islamic

world. Basically, Indonesian govern-
ment has traditionally or convent-
ionally disregarded Islam as an im-
portant factor in its foreign policy.

Despite its close relations with Muslim
states in the Middle East, Indonesia
remains not to associate itself with
Islam. Therefore, it is important to

make it clear that if Indonesia has ex-

tended supports to certain Middle
Eastern countries or groups of Muslim
people —e.g., the Palestinians— then
that support is basically not on the

ground of Islam. Rather, it is on the

basis that Indonesia supports those
who struggle for independence and
justice in order, as stated in the Pre-

amble of Indonesia's 1945 Constitut-

ion, to create a just international order.

Based on such tendencies, it is

futile to expect that Indonesia would
and could play a greater role in the
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Islamic world. In fact Indonesia, has

never played a prominent role nor oc-

cupied an important position in

international Islamic organizations,

such as the Organization of Islamic

Conference (OIC). This has been (and

still is today) an official position of the

Indonesian government, not simply

the result of other Arab Muslim coun-

tries underestimating Indonesia with

its overwhelmirig Muslim population.

Indonesia sirhply does not want to

identify itself closely with interna-

tional Islamic organizations, while at

the same time realizes the need- to

maintain -good relations with Middle

Eastern [Muslim] countries.

DISTINCTIONS OF INDONESIAN
ISLAM

The fact that Indonesia has no

agenda to pursue a greater role in

the Islamic world has a lot to do with

the nature of Islam in Indonesia. In-

donesian Islam has a number of dis-

tinctive characters vis-a-vis Middle

Eastern Islam. Indonesian Islam, by

and large, is a moderate, accommod-

ating kind of Islam, and the least Arab-

icized Islam. Therefore, the American

anthropologist, Clifford Geertz, loves

to call Islam in Java as "religion of

Java" which he adopts as the title of

his acclaimed book published in

1964. The term "religion of Java" re-

fers to Islam in Java —as in many other

places in Indonesia— that has been

mixed and amalgamated with old

and pre-Islamic beliefs and socio-cul-

tural tradition. Therefore, Indonesian

Islam is much less rigid compared to

Middle Eastern Islam. For that re-

ason, Newsvjeek and Time magazine

not long time ago call Indonesian Is-

lam as "Islam with a smiling face" —
Islam which , in many ways is com-

patible with modernity, democracy,

and plurality.

With its distinctive characters, it

.is not. surprising, therefore, if Indone-

sia —the largest Muslim nation in the

.world— according to a repjart entitled

^Freedom in the World 2002:. The De-

mocracy Gap released by Freedom

House New York in late December

2001, is one of "bright spots" of demo-

cracy together with other pre-domin-

ant least Arabicized Muslim countries

such as Bangladesh, Nigeria, and Iran.

Freedom House found that while there

is an obvious democracy deficit in

the Islamic Arab world, what is called

"Arabic core-democratic ferment" is

considerable in countries which have

predominant or significant Muslim

population, such as Albania, Bang-

ladesh, Djibouti, the Gambia, Indone-

sia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal,

Sierra Leone, and Turkey.

The formation of those distinctive

characters of Indonesian Islam at least

has a lot to do with two factors. First,

peaceful spread of Islam, which is

called by TW Arnold in his classic

book. The Preaching of Islam, as
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netration pacifique". The spread

slam was not through the use of

e —from Arabia, for instance— but

\er by way of slow penetration

3ugh centuries involving accom-

iation of local belief and cultures,

s process can be also called as

"indigenization" or "vernaculariza-

\" of Islam. Secondli/, structure of

onesian society which is very dif-

?nt from Middle Eastern society,

take one example, while Islamic

idle Eastern society is a male-dom-

ted society where women are con-

?d to domestic sphere. Islamic In-

lesian society is basically more

sely structured, where women
)y much greater freedom.

The election of Vice President Me-

vati -Soekarnoputri to replace the

battled President Abdurrahman

hid on 23 July 2001, represents

sdom that women enjoy in Islamic

lonesia. President Megawati gained

:ontested support not only from

• MPR (Majelis Permusyawaratan

cyfl^/People Consultative Assembly)

: also from the vast majority of In-

nesian Muslims. It is important to

ke it clear that large mainstream

islim organizations, such as the Nah-

tul Ulama (NU) and Muhammadi-

7 —each of which claims a mem-
'ship of 40 and 35 million followers

ipectively— have no objection on

igious reason to Megawati being

emale as the president.

Other large regional Muslim organ-

izations in Western and Eastern In-

donesia took similar attitude in this

particular question. Similar position

has also been taken by Islamic or Mus-

lim-based parties like the PPP (Par-

tai Persatuan Pemban^unan/ United

Development Party), PBB {Partai Bu-

lan Bintang/Star and Crescent Party),

PK (Partai Keadilan /justice Party),

PKB {Partai Kebangkitan Bangsa/

Nation Awakening Party), and PAN
(Partai Amanat Nasional /National

Mandate Party). -The PPP which

staunchly had opposed Megawati on

religious ground in the pre- and post-

general election of 1999, later ac-

cepted Megawati as president; and in

fact the national chairman of PPP,

Hamzah Haz, was elected during the

special session of MPR on 24 July 2001,

as Vice President creating a duet of

leadership that consists of secular

nationalist represented by Megawati
and religious nationalist represented

by Hamzah Haz.

There was only a limited number
of hardliner Muslim groups who op-

posed the the ascendancy of Mega-
wati on gender reason, that —in their

literal understanding of Islam— it is

not permissible according to Islamic

law for a woman to hold the highest

leadership in Muslim society and

state. These groups, losing momentum
with the impeachment of President

Wahid, came to the forefront in more

visible, vocal, and militant manner
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in the aftermath of the terrorists' at-

tacks on the WTC in New York and

the Pentagon in the Washington DC
on 11 September 2001. Even though

these groups, like FPI {Front Pembela

Islam /Islamic Defence Front), Lasy-

kar jihad, Hizb alTahrir (Party of

Liberation) and MMI {Majelis Mu-
jahidin Indonesia /Indonesian Council

of Jihad Fighters), exert only a limited

influence among Indonesian Muslims

as a whole, they would try to make
use any possible issue related to Islam

and Muslims for their own purposes,

among others, to undermine Pres-

ident Megawati's authority. Presid-

ent Megawati, however, will survive

the challenge of radical political Islam

given the sustained support of main-

stream Muslims.

RADICAL GROUPS IN INDO-
NESIA

The existence of hardliner, militant,

radical, or even "fundamentalist"

Muslims within Indonesian Islam that

are so obvious recently and have even

been regarded to have kidnapped

center stage of Indonesian Islam in

the aftermath of the WTC and Pen-

tagon terrorist attack, is actually not

new. There were radical groups during

the period of both Presidents Soekar-

no and Soeharto that attempted to es-

tablish an Islamic state in Indonesia,

replacing Pancasila as ideological

common platform that had been ac-

cepted by virtually all Muslim na-

tionalist leaders as well secular na-

tionalist leaders.

These groups, as mentioned above,

had been known as the DI/TII {Dar

al'Islam/Tentara Islam Indonesia/

Islamic State/the Army of Islam in

Indonesia) in the 1950s. Later, dur-

ing Soeharto period, there had been

radical groups like the Nil {Negara

Islam Indonesia /Islamic State of In-

donesia) and "Komando Jihad" (Jihad

Command) groups that, again, at-

tempted to establish an Islamic state

in' Indonesia. It is important to point

out that some of these radical groups

during Soeharto period were believed

to have been engineered by certain

army generals in order to discredit

Islam. Despite that, all attempts of

these radical groups failed not only

because of Indonesian army harsh

and repressive measures, but also be-

cause they failed to gain support from

the mainstream Muslim.

The fall of President Soeharto from

his long-held power of more than

three decades, which has been fol-

lowed by political liberalization, has

brought momentum for the rise of

Muslim radical groups. Many of

them are new groups, that are un-

known before, such as the Front Ko-

munikasi Ahlu-Sunnah \Nal-]ama'ah

(FKASWJ) with its well-known para-

military group, the Lasykar jihad

(Jihad Troops), the Front Pembela
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lam (Islamic Defense Group), the

ajelis Mujahidin Indonesia (Indo-

?sian Council of Jihad Fighters), the

maah al-lkhwan al-Muslimin Indone-

3 (JAMI), and some other smaller

oups.

There is no accurate account of

e origin and establishment of these

oups, which make their appearance

nee the interregnum of President

Habibie unknown. There are re-

Drts that circles of their leadership

ave been close to certain army

jnerals; therefore some observers

;sert that their rise, have been spon-

)red, or at least helped, by certain

rcle of Indonesian military. These

-oups conspicuously tend to be led

/ leaders of Arab —particularly Ye-

eni— origin, e.g., FPI is led by Habib

izq Shihab, the Lasykar Jihad by

'far Umar Thalib, the MMI by Abu

akar Baasyir, the Ikhwan al-Musli-

in Indonesia by Habib Husen al-

absyi. Even though each of these

roups claims large number of mem-

ership, it is clear that their mem-

jrship and influence are very limited.

Religiously speaking, these groups

;nd to adopt a literal interpretation

ad understanding of Islam. Further-

lore, they insist that Muslims should

ractice only what they call as the

pure" and "pristine" Islam as pracl-

:ed by the Prophet Muhammad and

is Companions {Sahabah, or the

alaj). In this case, they exercise the

Salaf movements. Based on their lit-

eral understanding of Islam and Salaf's

activism, they attacked discotheques,

bars, and other places they considered

as the "places of vices". It is also

within this kind of Islamic worldview

they understand the concept of jihad

as "holy war" against those they con-

sidered as enemies of Islam and

Muslims. While in fact the true mean-

ing of "jihad" is "exerting oneself

to the utmost" in any kind of Mus-

lims' activities, "Jihad" as "war" is

only allowed as the last resort -to

defend Islam and Muslims from hos-

tile eriemies.

In addition to the above-men-

tioned groups, there are older groups

that have been in existence since

Soeharto time, but escaped the re-

gime's harsh measures for they made

some adjustments not only politically

vis-a-vis the regime, but also religi-

ously vis-a-vis the mainstream Muslims.

The most important of such groups

is the Hizb al-Tahrir (Party of Liberat-

ion), which was originally established

in Lebanon by Shaykh Tagi al-Din

al-Nabhani, and firstly introduced to

Indonesia in 1972.

The main objectives of the Hizb al-

Tahrir are to perpetuate what they re-

garded as the true Islamic way of life

globally and, most importantly, to re-

establish the khilafah (caliphate), a

universal Islamic political entity, which

is believed to have been the most
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suitable and effective political system

by which to achieve Muslim unity.

To achieve these goals, the Hizb al-

Tahrir seems to have little difficulty

in resorting to radicalism. This is

why it soon became one of the most

popular movements among dis-

enchanted students and young people,

not only in the Middle East, but also

among Muslim students pursuing

their, degrees in Western countries.

. In the period after the. fall of Soe-

harto the Indonesian Hizb al-Tahrir

.becornes more visible, assertive, and

vocal, to voice their ideals; it is also

very active in mass-demonstrations

against the US in the aftermath of the

WTC and Pentagon tragedy and the

US subsequent military operations in

Afghanistan. Despite its being more
visible today, as the leader told me,

the membership of the Hizb al-Tahrir

does not increase in any significant

way.

There is little doubt that all radical

groups mentioned above have in one

way or another certain connections

at either theological or organizational

levels or both with particular groups

in the Middle East or elsewhere in

the Muslim world, it is already stated

that the newer groups have a leader-

ship that of Middle Eastern origin

and tend to be Middle-Eastern or-

iented in their ideology and move-

ment. While the older group such as

the Indonesian Hizb al-Tahrir in fact

genuinely originated in the Middle
East, it is yet difficult to ascertain

their possible connection with Usa-
mah bin Laden or al-Qaidah. The
leaders of FPI, Lasykar jihad and JAMI
have denied any connection with

Usamah bin Laden or al-Qaidah. In

fact, many leaders of these groups
are very critical of Usamah bin Laden

whom they accuse of being "Kha-

riji" _{Khawarij or the seceders), e.g.,

Muslirns who seceded from the um-
mah (Muslim, nation).

The increased radicalism of the

groups mentioned above undoubtedly

has a lot to do with the government

failure to enforce the law and solve

a number of acute social ills, such as

continued ethno-religious conflicts,

marked increase of crimes, rampant

corruption at every level of society,

more widespread drug abuse, and

the like. The abrupt decline of central

government authority together with

the demoralization of the police force

have become raison d'etre for these

groups to take law into their own
hands. Therefore, one important key to

solve the rise of radicalism is restoring

government authority and re-streng-

thening law enforcement agencies.

The success of Indonesian police

to arrest a number of perpetrators of

the Bali Bombing on 12 October 2002

had forced radical groups to be lay-

ing low. Some of the perpetrators

of the bombing have been sentenced
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death. In the meantime, the Lasykar

id was disbanded by its leaders,

ar Umar Talib. This was then fol-

ded by the arrest of a number of

iers of these groups such as Habib

iq Shihab and Abu Bakar Ba'asyir

both of them have later also been

ught to court.

>NCLUSION

With the rise of radical groups,

two largest mainstream Muslim

:anizations — the NU and Muham-
diyah— have voiced their objection

radical ways. But their voices seem

have been not strong enough, or

/e tended to be overlooked by

ss-media, which is more interested

the voices and actions of radical

)ups. But since November 2001

two organizations began to take

nore serious attention to the im-

;ts of Muslim hardliners upon the

age of Indonesian Islam. They ad-

; that the image of Indonesian Is-

1 in particular has worsened fol-

v'ing the massive demonstrations

linst the US in the aftermath of the

military operation in Afghanistan,

1 the bombing in Bali.

Therefore, leaders of both organ-

tions have agreed that they will

lin project a peaceful image of Is-

^ that protects people of other re-

ions. The national leaders of the

J and Muhammadiyah, Hasyim
izadi and Ahmad Syafii Maarif

respectively, state that the image of

Islam has been politicized by certain

radical groups for their own vested

interests; such radicalism demon-
strated by the groups representing the

political influences and not the Islamic

way of thinking. Therefore, both or-

ganizations will carry out a series of

activities to tackle extreemism through

open dialogues, joint-programs and

the like. Both also appeal to Indone-

sian government to take harsh me-
asures against groups that transgress

the law. Syafii warns that. should the

law enforcers be afraid to take stern

measures against radical groups, they

could pave the way. for the increased

radicalism.

With such a stronger position that

has been taken by the mainstream
Muslim organizations, admittedly

it is very hard to imagine that Indo-

nesia would become a hotbed " of

"Talibanism". This is of course not

dismissing at all the possibility of the

existence of radicalism in Indonesian

Islam; it is clear that like in any other

religion, radicalism in one kind or an-

other, for one reason or another,

would continue to exist among Mus-
lims including in Indonesia. But, with

the stronger position held by main-

stream Muslim organizations, the in-

fluence of radical groups can be con-

tained and will be very limited and,

therefore, they will fail to have any

significant impact that could change

the peaceful nature of Indonesian Is-

lam.
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The US and Western countries

should take a very cautious policy to

handle Muslim radicalism in Indo-

nesia. Americans should not over-

emphasize the threat of such radical

groups, since it could give them more

publicity, which they seek. As men-

tioned earlier, there is not much sym-

pathy among the majority of Indo-

nesian Muslims to radicalism ex-

pressed, by some of their co-religionists.

Yet, should the US remain over-re-

actiA'e to this question, it could even

further ferment uneasiness towards

the US among- the mainstream Mus-

lims. Hence, such overreaction could

also alienate moderate Muslims, which

is really what the radicals are look-

ing for. Those radicals will accordingly

bring the moderates into their fold.

Furthermore, it could again give mo-

mentum for them to challenge the

Megawati presidency, creating Indo-

nesian political instability.

Further strengthening and em-

powerment of democratic elements

within mainstream Indonesian Muslims

are some of the ways to eliminate rad-

icalism. It is the responsibility of all

of us to enhance Indonesian nascent

democracy; and given Muslim num-
erical majority, this could be done

through mainstream Islamic institutions

and organizations that have com-

mitted themselves to the ideals and

building of Islamic civility, democracy,

plurality, tolerance and peaceful co-

existence among various groups, and

respect for human rights.

To take an example, the State In-

stitute/University for Islamic Studies

(lAIN/UIN) Jakarta, sponsored by

the Asia Foundation, has launched

a new course in 2000 on "Civic Edu-

cation" for its new students and stud-

ent leaders. Through the "Civic Edu-

cation" course, students are intro-

duced to the idea and practice of Is-

lamic civility in relations to demo-

cracy, plurality and other related

subjects. The program now is im-

plemented nationwide by involving

other 13 lAINs, 33 Islamic colleges

(STAINs), and private Islamic univer-

sities. It is hoped that through this

kind and other similar programs, In-

donesia as a bright spot of democracy

will be able to put democracy as the

"only game in town".
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:004 General Elections:

Zomplexities and Prospects
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ITHIN the period of De-

cember 2003 to February

2004, preparations and
Dmpetition for the imminent general

lections (GEs) amongst political parties

nd elites have intensified. On 29 De-

ember 2003, the Electoral Committee
Komisi Pemilihan Umum/KPlJ) released

le names of 24 political parties eligible

3r the GEs and the list of candidates

ompeting for the House of Regional

epresentatives {Dewan Perwakilan

)aerah/DPD). The candidate list for

^e House of People's Representatives

t national (DPR) and regional levels

DPRD Province and Regency/City)

ad been announced on 28 January 2004.

KPU's greatest challenge is to make
ure that all administrative and techn-

:al requirements for such huge and

omplicated GEs have been fulfilled,

o far, some technical preparations

have been delayed and have raised

concerns that the GEs might also

be delayed. The KPU, however, as-

sured that everything would be ready

on time.

One of the most controversial is-

sues is the Supreme's Court decision

to release Akbar Tandjung. Akbar's ac-

quittal has significantly changed the

political calculations for presidential

hopefuls. Within Golkar, Akbar Tan-

djung is narrowing, if not closing,

the chances for his potential contenders

to compete in the Golkar's national

convention. At the national level,

Akbar poses great challenge to PDl-P's

presidential candidate, the incumbent

President Megawati Soekarnopoetri.

Yet, recently, both Akbar and Taufik

Kiemas (President's husband) have

also indicated the possibility of joining

forces for 1st round victory sweep.
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Overall, the complexities and legal

inconsistencies have increased the

concerns over the failure to conduct
free, fair and peaceful GEs. The call

for peaceful and democratic cam-
paign was raised by several NGOs.
The KPU facilitated the symbolic re-

cognition between political parties,

which was then supported by gov-
ernment and military apparatus. An
agreement was signed on 9 January
2004. - . .. .

So far, the political situation has
been relatively stable. This could be

. a positive sign leading to peaceful

campaign. ^However, other than the

tense conflict between PDl-P supporters

and Golkar supporters in Buleleng,

Bali, there are also several regional

incidents, where local supporters of

a major political party tried to obtain

support through forceful intimidation.

If local Elections Supervisory Com-
mittee {Panitia Pengawas/Panwas) and
Police apparatus fail to prevent/stop

such incidents, it may snowball into

a greater conflict during sensitive

points of the GEs, such as campaign-
ing period and announcement of

electoral results.

The first quarter of 2004 depicts

further institutionalization of elections

process in Indonesia that goes beyond
elite maneuvers. Greater popular par-

ticipation from civil society has also

highlighted the beginning of 2004.

The most notable one is the National

Movement Not to Choose Rotten

Politician [Cerakan Nasional jangan

Pilih Politikus Busuk/GNJPPB), which
stood in stark contrast with Akbar's
drama. Though far from forming an
effective synergy, the state and so-
ciety both continued to shape the In-

donesian political transition in their
own mostly separate ways.

Administrative and Technical Com-
plexities

The 2004 GEs _are no.t. a simple pro-
ject in all "aspects. This will involve
24 political, parties; and their cand-
idates will be competing for the votes
of over 147 million voters in close to

2,000 electoral districts. Around 500,000

voting stations will be needed on each
Election Day and smooth implement-
ation relies heavily upon adequate
recruitment and training of 3.5 million

staff and one million security officers.

Those staff will have to print, distribute

and retrieve about 900 million ballot

papers on time.

Logistics are only one of the many
challenges facing the new elections

systems. For the first time, voters will

face three different systems: An
Open List Proportional Representat-

ion system for the DPR and DPRDs;
a Single Non Transferable Vote sys-

tem for the new Regional Repre-

sentative Council (DPD); and a Two
Round Majoritarian system for the

Presidency. Thus, the challenges in-

clude: (1) The diverse and challenging

nature of Indonesia's geography; (2)

The limited quality of basic infrastruc-

tures, such as communication and
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:ransportation; (3) Inconsistencies in

egal structures as new laws were pas-

;ed to govern general elections pro-

:ess, political parties, presidential

jlections and the Constitutional Court

CC); (4) Limited preparation time left

or election administrators, political

parties and other supporting institut-

ons; (5) Inadequate educational/so-

.-ialization process, substance and fa-

:ilities.
'

Tardiness due to the administrative

md technical complexities raises

ioubts that the GEs would commence

)n time. The downfal' of a delayed

•lection is having a power vacuum.

>chnically, once elections fail to

ommence accordingly, the function

)f the head of the state will be taken

)ver by the triumvirate of Ministry

)f Domestic Affairs, Ministry of

•oreign Affairs and Ministry of De-

ense. Currently, Indonesia has no

Minister of Defense after the incum-

• ent minister; Matori Abdul Djalil

uffered a stroke. President Megawati

las yet to appoint a new minister and

eemed indifferent to the risks of

)Ower vacuum.

The Commission (KPU) guaranteed

hat the elections will progress on

chedule and that all necessary

acilities and instruments for the elect-

3ns will be prepared and delivered as

'Alan Wall, '2004 Election Have it all:

ize and Complexity', in the Jakarta Post,

February 2004.

scheduled. However, there have been

some obvious delays on the preparat-

ions of, among others: polling booth,

ballot papers, and polling stations.

These, according to KPU, will not

constrain the GEs agenda.

The Contestants

Of 50 registered political parties,

only 24 are eligible to participate in the

GEs. They consist of 6 existing political

parties and 18 newly set-up ones.

The old guards are Megawati's PDI-P,

the Golkar Party, Hamzah Haz's

PPP, Wahid's PKB, Amien Rais' PAN,
and PBB, which is headed by Yusril

Izra Mahendra, the Minister of Justice

and Human Rights.

Among the 18 new political parties,

only few have the potential power
to compete with the old guards. They

are Hidayat Nur Wahid's Partai Ke-

adilan Sejahtera (PKS), Eros Djarot's

Partai Nasional Banteng Kemerdekaan

(PNBK), K.H. Zainuddin's Partai Bin-

tang Reformasi (PBR), Syahrir's Partai

Perhimpunan Indonesia Baru (PIB),

Ryass Rasyid's Partai Demokrasi Kebang-

saan (PDK), and Budhi Santoso's Partai

Demokrat (PD).

In terms of ideological orientations,

17 parties put Pancasila as their ideo-

logy; 4 parties are Islam oriented; and

three have other orientations, such as

social welfare and people's economy.

In terms of program orientations, po-

litical parties have delivered nothing

but rhetorical statements, instead of
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convincing platforms that reflect the

party's vision and mission.

Despite the presence of new parties,

the real competition would only oc-

cur between the (old) major polit-

ical parties. However, due to internal

problems and the promising potent-

ials of the new political parties, the

major players may not gain substan-

tial increase in voters turnout com-

pared to 1999.. They . may even be

loosing significant votes. Still, no new
political parties can be expected to

replace their positions as major po-

litical parties yet.

Several polls have already sug-

gested loss of votes for PDI-P, from the

34% in 1999 to as low as 22% this

year. Though it appears that Golkar

is gaining strength day by day, it

could not shake off its stigma. The

Supreme Court's decision to release

him of Bulog case verdict has exacer-

bated the stigma.

Meanwhile, Hamzah Has' PPP may
face serious challenge from Zainud-

din's Partai Bintang Refomasi (PBR).

Given the popularity of Zainuddin,

a significant number of votes from the

traditional voters of PPP might go to

PBR. Yusril's PBB may face a real

challenge from Nur Wahid's PKS

as both parties have claimed Ma-

syumi's heritage. It seems, however,

the increasing popularity of Nur

Wahid's PKS, dubbed as 'SMS-elected

President', may steal some significant

votes from that of PBB.

Amien Rais' PAN and Abdurrah-
man Wahid's PKB appear to be two
major (old) political parties that have

less challenge from the surge of new po-

litical parties. However, whether or

not these parties can capitalize from

this political advantage remain a big

question. Both PAN and PKB have

yet to produce reliable policy pro-

grams that may extend their influ-

ences beyond their traditional voters.

Competition of Candidates (DPR &
DPD Elections)

, The elections will be held in close

to 2,000 electoral districts. There are

potentially up to 475,000 candidates

that are nominated by the 24 Political

Parties contesting the 5 April national

House of Representative (DPR) and

Provincial and Regency/City House of

Representatives (DPRD) legislative

elections.

The 24 parties submitted 8,441

candidates in total. Some 91.9% or

7,756 candidates have passed the

verification process and 685 were

rejected. Golkar has had the largest

number of candidates accepted (652),

followed by PDI-P (558), PAN (520),

PPP (497), PKB (451) and PKS (446).

Except for PKB, which had 100 of

its proposed 551 candidates rejected,

these parties in general had a very

low number of rejected candidates.

Partai Demokrat (433) and PKPB (414)

also had a substantial number of

candidates accepted for the 550 DPR

seats to be decided.
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The Proportional with Open List

system is used for the legislative

elections. With this new system, for

the first time in DPR and DPRD elect-

ions, voters may vote for a candidate
as well as for a political party. While
it is a must to vote for a party, to

vote for a candidate is not com-
pulsory. The vote is valid if voters
pick a candidate and a party, or a

party only. The vote will not be
valid if voters only pick a candidate.

Already political parties are cam-
paigning to dupe uninformed voters
to vote for parties instead of cand-
idates and dissuading candidates
from campaigning for him/herself.

Money politics and potential out-

breaks of conflict within and be-
tween political parties are two of the

most disturbing factors. Prior to elect-

ions, there will be highly intense in-

ternal competition amongst candidates
to get the first out of five positions
in the party's lists candidates in all

level of elections. Money politics is

what usually happens. Some re-

spondents said that the first or second
position could cost around 50 to 200
million rupiah. Similar situation may
occur during the campaign, where
political parties would buy votes from
public. Such unhealthy environment
may escalate to conflicts as the mob-
ilized public is trapped in the narrow
interests of political parties, instead

of experiencing a healthy political

education and empowerment.

The House of Regional Represent-

atives (DPD) election with its single

non-transferable votes system is

a non-political party competition.
Though criticized as having no real

power, the DPD has attracted more
than 1,200 candidates. Diverse range
of candidates emerged (activists,

former political party members, bu-
reaucrats, etc), yet the practices of col-

lusion, corruption and nepotism (KKN)
remain pervasive. It is obvious that

only the powerful ones, in terms of
financial support, network and popul-
arity, would have the likelihood to

win. As such, many doubt that the

DPD election may bring about new
political figures with fresh and healthy
ideas to uphold regional interests

and developments.

Presidential Candidates Update

The Supreme Court's decision to

free Akbar Tandjung from the Bulog
scandal has significantly implicated
the constellation of the presidential
hopefuls. First, this decision pre-
sented Akbar with greater flexibility

to squeeze his competitors in Gol-
kar's national convention for pres-
idential candidate, namely Wiranto,
Surya Paloh and Jusuf Kalla. No
longer guilty as charged, Akbar can
demand support from the whole party
structure as a political trade-off of
what he had sacrificed for the party
without any legal constraint. Even
Sri Sultan Hamengkubuwono has im-
mediately withdrawn from the con-
vention as he argued that it would
be difficult to challenge Akbar and
morally incorrect.
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Second, the current political

compromise is that whoever vvon the

Golkar convention, the person has to

agree to be nominated as a vice pres-

ident. This announcement seems to

be an indirect appeal to Megawati,

the presidential candidate of PDI-P,

to ponder over the possibility of po-

litical coalition with Golkar. Akbar's

offering might change the current

speculation that Megawati would

take KH. Hasyim Muzadi of Nahdlatul

Ulama (NU), as her vice presidential

candidate.

According _to Megawati's latest

statement, she_expects to complete the

presidential election in one round

through majority vote, comprising

more than 50% electoral vote provided

that 20% of the vote is spread around

17 provinces. Majority vote would

only happen if Megawati takes a

strong and popular mate. So far, spe-

culation refers to Golkar as the likely

or possible mate. In 1999, only PDI-P

and Golkar won 20% electoral votes

that equally spread in over than 15

provinces of Indonesia. NU was not

able to do so as it is very much par-

ochial. Its members are concentrated

in only East Java and some areas of

Central Java.

Mega-Akbar coalition will ham-

per Amien Rais's chance to win the

presidential election. Amien already

warned that such coalition would

not bring any political benefit at

all for Indonesia, as it would only

strengthen the political fragmentation

between nationalist-secular block and
the Islam-religious block. Though
tough, there is still much time for

Mega to ponder the existing possib-

ilities.

No other potential candidate has

enough popularity to compete with

the three candidates mentioned above.

The current positions of Megawati,

Amien Rais and Akbar Tandjung as

government officials and media's con-

stant preoccupation with elites' man-

euvers have indirectly benefited them.

If this remains the case, it is hard to

expect, that . the 2Q04 direct presid-

ential. eleCtio.n would prov.ide Indone-

sia with a true chance to elect reliable

and reform-minded president and

vice president.

The Voters & Popular Participation

On 12 February 2004, after around

1.5 months delay, KPU announced the

final counting of 147.219 million voters,

or approximately 67% of total popu-

lation. The mapping of the plural

Indonesian voters is crucial not only

for election strategies per se but, more

importantly, the outlook and potent-

ials of greater popular participation.

While it has been common to ident-

ify voters by their religious or na-

tionalistic orientation for strategic

purpose, alternative yet equally cri-

tical identification is necessary to

understand the heterogeneous nature

of Indonesian community. Crucial

yet often-neglected groups are wo-
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len, young voters, diffable voters

rid non-voters. Women voters will

^ntribute 50.19% of total voters and
ley are a majority of the registered

oters in 14 provinces. Both young
oters and diffable voters occupy 34%
nd 12% of total voters respectively,

'hile non-voters were estimated to

?ach 10-25%.

The new systems inevitably force

oters to become more active, more
-itical and more cautious in gather-

ig all relevant information concerning

le elections. Other than the poss-

)ility of significant invalid votes due

) the prevalent confusion of the sys-

ims, the other main concern is re-

ited to the voters' habit of choosing

nly political parties, instead of cand-

iates. Without the backup of proper
olitical education, socialization of

lectoral process and substance (plat-

3rm and individual/institutional

redibility), and mechanism for check-

nd-baiance, the votes are prone to

e manipulated by political parties,

ininformed and lazy voters will

e compelled to vote for party only

nd allow the parties to utilize such
lank votes for their own interests.

KPU has mainly been blamed for

ts tardy approach in establishing

oter education and socialization.

vPU defended its position saying

hat it is impossible for such a limited

nstitution to cater for the 147 millions

oters across the vast nation, unless

upported by other elements of the

>eople — be that political parties, NGOs

or other voluntary institutions (na-

tional or international).

Positive signs concerning the in-

creasing public understanding on the

elections, however, have been re-

flected by several surveys. The IFES's

(International Foundation for Elect-

oral System) surveys, conducted be-

tween December 2003 to January 2004,

for examples, show that voters are

now more aware to look closely at the

political parties as well as the cand-
idates. There are 23% of respondents
who have not had any political

choices, a more optimistic outlook
compare to the 27% from previous
survey.

Those who have had political

choices seem to be in favor to major
political parties. From major surveys

(conducted by IRI, LSI, SSS and the

Asia Foundation), it appears that

voters tend to favor Golkar, followed

by PDI-P in the second position. Sup-
ports for other major Political Parties

have been low but relatively stable.

There has been no significant support
for new Political Parties.

IFES' survey on January 2003 pro-

vides similar results, where 27% of

respondents are in favor of Golkar.

In December 2003, however, the

figure dropped to only 20%. Mean-
while, positive sentiment toward
PDI-P has been low but relatively

stable. In the December and January
survey, the figures showed only 13%
of respondents were in favor of PDI-P.
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It was actually a 2% decreasing from

15.3% in the Noven\ber 2003 survey.

Economic improvement agenda is

the most popular agenda behind

voters' decision. Security becomes

the second most desirable factor. Anti

corruption agenda, ironically, has

not score well in the polls compare

to the previous two agendas.

A notable highlight of popular

participation is the:National Move-,

ment Not to Choose Rotten Polit-

icians {Gerakan Nasional Jangan Pilih

Politikus BuswA:/GNJPPB) that was

launched mid Decerhber 2003. The

movement gained considerable mo-

mentum and spread rapidly to the

regions, including Yogyakarta, Ma-

lang, Samarinda, Surabaya, Makas-

sar, Pontianak, Palangkaraya and

others. The varieties of supporters,

which include academics, students,

activists, artists, religious leaders, etc

and, and of programs, which range

from talk-shows, concerts, demon-

strations, etc, have reflected the in-

creasing involvement of civil society

in the transition.

Despite the widespread dynamics

however, this moral movement has

not really succeeded in penetrating

deep into the society. At least, not

enough to generate support, sustain-

ability and considerable changes yet.

Elections in Conflict Areas

Electoral process will be prob-

lematic in conflict areas, such as Aceh

and Papua. In the case of conflicts in

Papua, the government has confirmed

that it will not impose civilian emer-

gency status to the region. The elect-

ions in Papua will be conducted

normally as it is scheduled nationally.

The crux of the complication is

the new but constitutionally incorrect

Province of West Papua. There have

been intense debates over how the

^ election should be conducted in

this area. Should the election be in-

cluded in the Papua province or should

it be conducted separately in West

Papua province? The latter poses great

^_ risks as this, may indicate formal .

acknowledgement of the contested

province that would lead to further

unnecessary problems and conflicts.

The establishment of West Papua is

perhaps one of the biggest blunders

of the reform period, of which the

government paid less attention to the

socio-cultural aspects of the Papuans

than its narrow political interest thus

inducing social conflicts. Elections

may heat up the existing tension, there-

fore, the KPU must carefully decide

upon this. So far, the KPU has not

made any firm decision. Sooner or

later, however, a decision has to be

made. The most sensible decision is

to conduct the elections in the Papua

Province, instead of separating it.

In the case of Aceh, the elections

would be conducted on the same day

as It is nationally scheduled. How-

ever, as the security condition of the

region is still posing uncertainty, an
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<tra security control might be ap-

lied to "save" the election processes.

Ithough both the Military command
.id Police apparatus have pledged

?utrality and full support of the elect-

)ns, many doubt that civil and po-

tical rights of Acehnese voters can

uly be guaranteed. At least, at this

oint, the government has allowed

iternational humanitarian agencies

) assist the electoral process in Aceh.

he Commitment tow^ards Peaceful

!ampaign

Reservations over possible mass
iolence during the GEs still loom in

le mind of general public, nationally

nd internationally, as well as many
olitical actors, government and
lilitary officials. In response to that,

;PU facilitated a campaign for peace-

il and democratic GEs.

The 24 political parties have signed

political agreement to maintain

eaceful GEs processes, particularly

uring the campaigning period. This

greement contains, among others,

le following points:

Respect each other's existence and

freedom to move around and over

the territory of Indonesia in respect

to the principle of equality and to

prevent any party claim over parti-

cular regions;

• Avoid all motives and forms of

violence in achieving political ob-

jectives and resolving problems.

Therefore, (a) party's militia is

not allowed to use "violent" in-

struments/outfits and to take act-

ions similar to the authoritative act-

ions of the police and state se-

curity apparatus, and (b) resolving

problems through the acknow-
ledged legal procedure and mech-

anism, or through peaceful delib-

eration;

• Obey and follow campaign regul-

ations and be ready to accept legal

sanctions if proven guilty of viol-

ating campaign regulations through-

. out the campaign period.

• Avoid any forms of political in-

trigue and intimidation, provoc-

ation, abuses, and the likes;

• Refrain from pre-campaign act-

ivities before the actual official pe-

riod of campaign;

• Respect the outcomes of the 2004

elections decided by the KPU.

So far the implementation of this

agreement has been quite convincing.

Almost all political parties have re-

strained themselves from pre-cam-
paign activities. The Election Over-
sight Commission {Panitia Pengawas/

Panwas) has formally warned several

members of some political parties

after being found distributing party

posters and leaflets. A.B. Susanto of

PKB for the district of Jakarta I is

now being investigated by the Ja-

karta Police, also Alvin Lie of PAN
in Semarang, Central Java.

The government has been using

the media to promote this peaceful
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campaign movement. So far, the me-
dia has been the spearhead of the
overall campaign, especially electronic

mass media. TNI Commander in

Chief, General Endriarto Hartono,
has also made several strong state-

ments indicating the military's com-
mitment.

The non-apparent political heating
during pre-campaign period might
be a positive sign leading to a true

peaceful election campaign. How-
ever, other than the tense conflict be-

tween PDI-P supporters and Golkar
supporters in Buleleng, Bali, there
are also several regional incidents,

where local supporters of a major po-
litical party tried to obtain support
through forceful intimidation. If local

Elections Supervisory Committee {Pa-

nitia Pengawas/Panwas) and security

apparatus fail to prevent/stop such
incidents, it may snowball into a

greater conflict during sensitive points

of the GEs, such as: campaigning
period and announcement of electoral

results.

Controversy on Akbar Tandjung's
Case

The judicial process of Akbar's
Bulog case has long been the most
important parameter of judicial re-

form in Indonesia. After two delays,

the controversial Supreme Court's de-

cision finally came out on 12 February

2004, not late in January as planned.

The Central Jakarta District Court
charged Akbar Tandjung guilty for the

Rp 40 billion (US$4.7 million) cor-
ruption case involving State Logistics
Agency (Bulog) funds and sentenced
him for four years in jail. After Ak-
bar's appeal, the Jakarta High Court
defended the verdict, but reduced
his jail sentence to three years.

Legally speaking, according to
Todung M. Lubis, nobody could
change the high court's decision. Al-
though a .public examination of the
verdict could be conducted, the find-

ings (be that mistakes or affirmations)

could only be taken as a lesson in

handling future cases.

The second controversy behind Ak-
bar's acquital rests upon the contention

that Akbar only followed an official

instruction of his superior then. Pres-

ident B.J. Habibie. At that position, his

action cannot be classified a legal

offense, even though Akbar held the

highest responsibility for the cor-

ruption case. The decision was not a

unanimous decision taken by all

judges. One of the five judges, Ab-
dul Rahman Saleh, was in opposition

to the decision.

Two of the most disturbing ram-
ifications are related to the credibility

of Indonesian judicial system and
the national campaign against cor-

ruption. At the height of transition,

Indonesia's progress towards reform

that relies heavily on the supremacy
of the rule of law has stagnated, if

not receded, by the politization of

Akbar's acquittal. The check-and-bal-
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ice process of democracy would be

eatly severed and there will be no

spect left for the judicial system

nongst the people. The spate of

?monstrations pressuring the court

iring Akbar's trial is indicative of

e people's lack of trust towards the

dicial institutions.

As if the Bulog case itself is not

.ough to tarnish the anti-corruption

ovement in the country, there has

•en strong suspicion that the judges

ive been bought. Not only due to

e absurdity of the decision; but

any of Akbar Tandjung's supporters

;d been so sure about- the decision

r before the Supreme Court dropped

. sentence. Many suspected that

e two court delays were triggered

5S by the judges' indecisiveness

an backroom deals and political

aneuverings. Such maneuvers may

impelled by the fear of other parties

at might also have received the

rrupted funds.

estoring the Political Rights of

e Ex-Member of Communist Party

The Constitutional Court (CC)'s

ost recent achievement is the restor-

ion of the political rights of the ex-

embers of the Indonesian Commun-

Party (PKl). This decision was made

response to the appeal of human

^hts activists, who argued that the

iw No. 12/2003 on the General Elect-

ns is unconstitutional. Article 60G

the law prohibits ex-members of

CI and its related organizations to

have the right to be elected in the

2004 Elections. This article is consid-

ered to be discriminative and contra-

dictory to Article 28D of the 1945

Constitution, which guarantees the

equal rights and opportunities of

every citizen of Indonesia to partici-

pate in the government. The decision

will come to force in the 2009 General

Elections, and thereby, should lead

to the process of amending the Law

12/2003.

This decision is one of several de-

cisions signifying the crucial role of

the CC in Indonesian political transition.

As stated by the Chairperson of the

Court, Prof. Jimly Assidiqi, the CC
should be a solution, not a night-

mare, for the country's constitutional

problems. In a larger political context,

the decision paves the way for a

strategic vision of upholding equal

rights to all Indonesian citizens and

political reconciliation between con-

flicting groups.

REGIONAL AUTONOMY UPDATE

Debates on the Revision of Lav^

22/1999

Two groups of regional govern-

ment associations are debating the

process as well as the substance of

the revision of Law 22/1999. The first

group consists of four associations

of regional governments (APKASI

and APEKSI) and regional councils

(DPRD) (ADKASI and ADEKSI). In

a joint statement, the group has urged
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the Government and the National
Parliament (DPR) to delay the revision

of Law 22/1999 on Regional Gov-
ernment until after the General Elect-

ions in April 2004, and criticized the

Government for its failure to involve
regional and national stakeholders
in the ongoing process of the revision

of the Law.

In the statement, the four associ-

ations underlined their full commit-
ment for achieving the .objectives of

the regional autonomy policy, i.e.,

democracy and the welfare of the

people. They emphasized that prob-
lems emerge in the implementation
of Law 22/1999 because of the un-
clear formulation of several stipul-

ations, which can create conflicting

interpretation. They deplored the

current efforts of the Government to

revise Law 22/1999 because the

formulation process so far did not in-

volve actively and comprehensively
all governmental and non-govern-
mental stakeholders both at regional

and national level.

The associations made two key
suggestions: the revision of Law 22/
1999 to be delayed until after the

General Election in April 2004, and
the issue of direct election of the

Kepala Daerah to be stipulated in a

separate law. They also argue that

the revision of Law 22/1999 should
involve the new Dewan Perwakilan

Daerah (DPD), whose members will

be elected for the first time in April

2004.

Contrary to the associations from
the first group, the second group con-
sisting mainly of the Association of
Provincial Governments {Asosiasi Pe-
merintah Provinsi Seluruh Indonesia/
APPSI) favors a revision of Law 22/
1999 before the April 2004 election.

According to the Chairman of APPSI,
DKI Jakarta Governor Sutiyoso, fol-

lowing a meeting with President Me-
gawati on 1 December, the President
had supported such a- time frame and
had promised that the revision of Law
2-2/1999 would be a priority for the

Government to be finalized before
the election. Sutiyoso said the Gov-
ernors wanted a quick revision of the

law because presently there is no
clear structural or hierarchical re-

lationship between the provincial and
the local (kabupaten/kota) level. APPSI
wants to strengthen the role of the

province by the additional transfers

to the provincial level of functions

still being held by the central gov-
ernment (like the management of sea

ports in Jakarta and Java, and the

continuing management of certain

areas in DKI Jakarta). Sutiyoso further-

more suggested to delete the para-

graph in Law 22/1999 stipulating that

there is no hierarchical relationship

between the province and the local

level.

Special Autonomy in Papua

The Government plans a revision

of two conflicting laws regarding

Papua: Law No. 45/1999 (which estab-
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hed three provinces in Papua) and

,w 21/2001 (which provides for

ecial autonomy for Papua). Accord-

g to Law 21/1001, the establishment

new provinces in Papua requires

Ke approval by the Papuan People's

iisembly (MRP). The Government

jants to revise Law 21/2001 in such

way that the mentioned stipulation

fers only to new provinces estab-

;;hed after Law 21/2001 came into

rce. The controversial establishment

the provinces of Central Irian Jaya

id West Irian Jaya would then,

empt the need to seek the approval

of the MRP. The revision of Law 21/

2001 would furthermore clarify that

the special autonomy would be ap-

plicable to all provinces of Papua.

For many Papuans as well as

many observers, the Government

plan to revise the Law 21/2001 can-

not be accepted at all. It should be the

Law 45/1999 that has to be banned

as it would be automatically inval-

idated with the introduction of the

Law 21/2001. This plan would only

create another political tension in

Papua and prolong the complicated

problem of Papua unsolved.
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REVIEW OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The Indonesian Economy:
Moving along the Path of Modest Growth

Stajf, Department of Economics, CSIS

GROWTH IS PICKING UP PACE

THE Indonesian economy con-

tinues to strut along the mod-
erate growth path, led by con-

sumption and exports, posting a

modest rate of 4.1% in 2003. Unfavor-
able international as well as domestic
events, such as the Marriott bombing,
Iraq war, SARS and the decision not
to extend the program with IMF, all

had a limited effect on growth, indi-

cating a more resilient economy. De-
spite the vibrant macro picture, there

are still concerns over the gap between

macroeconomic growth and real sector

performance, the signs of creeping

protectionists in Indonesia's trade

policy, and political pressures amid
the run-up for the General Election.

Nevertheless, the outlook for 2004

remains positive, due to the upbeat

business sentiment, continuingly heal-

thy macroeconomic fundamentals and
a favorable external environment.
Moreover, there are signs that im-
proved macroeconomic conditions
have started to trickle down into

greater business opportunities for

enterprises. Against this backdrop,
our growth forecast for 2004 would
be 4.5-5%.

Consumption Still The Main Source
of Growth in 2003

Both private and government con-

sumption continue to drive eco-

nomic growth (Table 1). Private con-

sumption, especially non-food con-

sumption, grew at 4% in 2003, and
contributed to around 68% of GDP.
Total consumption accounted for 80%
of GDP growth in 2003.

Declining inflation, low interest

rates and expanding credit, supported
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the boost in consumption. Should
these continue to prevail, increased

spending of the political parties lead-

ing to the elections will boost con-

sumption even further (in the 1999 gen-

eral election, food consumption grew
by 5%). This prediction is confirmed

by rising consumer confidence in-

dices. Both Bank Indonesia and Dana-

reksa's survey of consumer confid-

ence, show that consumer confidence

has increased considerably, albeit at

declining rate, since January 2003

(Figure 1).

Investment Still Weak in 2003, but
Expected to Pick Up This Year

Despite the declaration of 2003
as Indonesia's 'Investment Year,' the

growth of gross fixed capital form-
ation, remained weak throughout
2003 (Table 1). Investment only grew
by 1.4%, and contributed to only 7%
of GDP growth in 2003.

However, there are some signs that

indicate the possibility of investment

to pick up in 2004. Danareksa's busi-

ness sentiment index (BSI) continues

Table 1

GDP GROWTH BY EXPENDITURE, 2003

GDP Growth

Private Consumption
of which food

of which non-food

Government Consumption
Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation
Change in Stock

Exports on Goods & Services

Imports on Goods & Services

GDP

Vo Contribution to Growth

Private Consumption

of which food

of which non-food

Government Consumption
Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation
Change in Stock

Exports on Goods & Services

Imports on Goods & Services

GDP

jource: BPS

2003

Qi Q2 Q3 Q4 Total

3.9 3.9 4.2 4.1 4.0

2.2 2.5 2.1 1.8 2.1

5.6 5.3 6.2 6.3 5.9

6.3 10.7 9.6 12.1 9.8

4.3 1.1 (0.4) 0.7 1.4

(19.9) 46.8 6.1 16.1 11.3

2.9 4.0 2.8 6.5 4.0

5.5 0.0 0.8 1.8 2.0

4.4 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.1

61 74 71 67 68
17 24 18 15 18

44 51 53 53 50

11 23 20 26 20
21 6 (2) 4 7

18 (35) (3) (28) (11)

18 31 19 42 27

(29) (0) (4) (10) (11)

100 100 100 100 100
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Figure 1

BUSINESS SENTIMENT AND CONSUMER CONFIDENCE INDEX

, .
Biisiness Sentinient Index (Danareksa) Consumer Confidence Index

Jan |Mar|May[ Jul [ Sep] Nov

2002

Jan |Mar|May| Oil |Sep|Nw

2003

May|jun| Jul |Aug|SH)| Od (Nov|Dtc| JBn

2003

Source: "Danareksa, Bank Indonesia, BPS.

Figure 2

Bank Indonesia Danareksa

INVESTMENT GROWTH AND INVESTMENT APPROVAL

Year on year
growth
Investment

2003 2003

Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Total

Construction 5.8 6.5 7.3 7.1 6.7
Machine & Appliance

(Domestic) 0.1 2.0 7.4 0.7 2.5
Machine & Appliance

(Foreign) (7.0) (18.2) (26.5) (23.5) (19.2)
Transportation Equipment

(Domestic) 30.9 1.8 (2.5) 14.3 10.2
Transportation Equipment

(Foreign) (22.9) (33.5) (42.4) (35.1) (33.5)
Others (Domestic) 27.0 (2.1) (13.7) 3.8 2.5
Other (Foreign) 5.6 (6.4) (10.3) (10.6) (5.9)

Total 4.3 1.1 (0.4) 0.7 1.4

Source: Danareksa, Bank Indonesia, BPS

to increase since July 2003 (Figure 1).

The survey conducted by Danareksa

also revealed the high confidence of

the business people that economic re-

covery is underway. This argument

is backed by investment approval

figures, particularly from the dom-
estic sources (Figure 2). Domestic in-

vestment approvals almost doubled

from Rp 25 trillion in 2002 to Rp 49

Oomestic — Foreign

trillion, while approvals of foreign

direct investment (FDI) increased from

$9.8 billion to $13.2 in 2003.' Never-

theless, without major improvements

in the investment climate, such a re-

bound is likely to be modest.

A cautionary note should be added
here that most of the FDIs in 2003 were ac-

quisition, and not greenfieid investments.
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xports and Imports Show Modest
irowth

After its disappointingly weak per-

:)rmance, at around 3-4%, during the

rst three quarters of 2003, export
rowth picked up to 6.5% in the

3urth quarter of 2003, contributing

) 42% of GDP growth (Table 1). The
low growth in manufacturing ex-

erts, the retrieval of foreign-owned
rms, who were the main drivers for

<port growth prior to the crisis and
le appreciation of the Rupiah since

301 are among the factors that con-
ibute to the relatively weak export
?rformance.^

A note of optimism should be
dded here with regard to export
)mpetitions from China. It is true

lat Indonesia is losing competitive-
?ss vis-a-vis China in low-skilled-

anufacturing products. However,
hina is also emerging as a center
T regional production network, in

hich Indonesia can participate.

roduction Account: Manufacturing
rowth Remains Weak

On the production side, three large

ctors —agriculture, manufacture and
ade, hotel and restaurant— per-
rmed poorly. Manufacturing growth
eked up, albeit very slowly, from
1% in the first quarter to 3.9% in the

urth quarter, or a 3.5% average in

Vorld Bank (2003).

2003, far below the pre-crisis growth
rate of 12-13% (Table 2). As a result,

the contribution of the manufacturing
sector to growth increased from 18%
to 24%. Before the crisis, from 1993-

1996, manufacturing sector contri-
buted 30-35% to growth. Meanwhile,
transport and communication, con-
struction, and electricity, gas and
water, grew at rates far higher than
GDP growth.

Sluggish growths in several large
manufacturing sectors, such as food
products, textiles and garments, wood
and wood products, and iron and
steel industries were behind the slow
growth of the manufacturing sector.
Some sectors, such as chemicals, paper
and printing, cement, and miscellan-
eous manufacturing products per-
formed well in 2003. However, growths
in these sectors were too small to

compensate the slow growths in the
larger sectors mentioned previously.

MONETARY DEVELOPMENT:
LOW INFLATION AND INTER-
EST RATES ENCOURAGED ACT-
IVITIES IN THE BOND AND
STOCK MARKET

Inflation Kept Low in 2003

Inflation in 2003 stood at 5.06%,
among the lowest in Indonesia's his-
tory. Both domestic and external
factors came into play in keeping the
inflation low, such as monetary dis-
cipline and improved confidence,
which kept the Rupiah stable, while
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Table 2
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GDP GROWTH BY PRODUCTION, 2003

2003

1 otai

GDP Growth

1. Agriculture 5 5 1 2 ^ 1

2. Mining -1.1 1.0 -1.3 3.2 0.5

3. Manufacturing 3.1 3.4 3.6 3.9 3.5

4. Electricity, Gas & Water 4 8 5 6 7 1 D.O

5. Construction 6 5 7 7 1 A 7O./

6. Trade, Hotel & Restaurant 4 4 3 6 3 n 4. 1•±.1 7

7. Trar\sport & Communication 11.1 78 in 8 10 7

7 Q 7 n A 1 O.J

• V l^CO no.v Q

GDP 4.4 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.1

% Contribution Growth
-

1. Agriculture 20.4 5.3 13.2 -0.6 9.7

2. Mining -2.2 2.5 -3.0 7.0 1.1

3. Manufacturing 18.4 24.6 23.3 23.7 22.4

4. Electricity, Gas & Water 1.9 2.7 3.1 4.0 2.9

5. Construction 7.6 10.5 10.8 10.3 9.8

6. Trade, Hotel & Restaurant 15.8 15.6 12.0 15.2 14.6

7. Transport & Communication 19.0 16.9 21.4 24.9 20.7

8. Business Services 12.7 13.5 11.1 6.9 11.0

9. Services 6.5 8.4 8.1 8.6 7.9

GDP 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: BPS

stable food supplies staved off further

pressure from the food sector. At the

same time, however, the world in 2003

and early 2004 appeared to stay in a

low-inflation mode; inflation in Indo-

nesia in 2003 was the highest in South-

east Asia.

The declining trend ol inflation

continued well into the first two

months of 2004. Yearly inflation con-

tinued to decline from 5.06% in De-

cember 2003 to 4.82% and 4.60% in

January and February 2004 respect-

ively. In January, food prices became

the main source of inflation, contri-

buting 0.35% out of the 0.57% to

monthly rise in total consumer prices,

followed by housing and utilities,

which contributed 0.11% to the total

inflation (Figure 3). In February, the

decline of food prices was also the

significant factor that drove the overall

inflation to the negative level.

However, there is a possibility for

inflationary pressures to rise in the first

half of 2004, as a result of the rice im-
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Figure 3

INFLATION (Y-O-Y)

Prepared Foods, Beverages & Tobacco !

Transportation & Communication

Source: BPS.

Figure 4

GROWTH OF THE MONEY SUPPLY (Y-O-Y)

MO M1 —ir~ M2

Source: Bank Indonesia.
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port ban (effective January-June 2004),

and the increased demand in the up-

coming elections. These pressures,

combined with populist policies that

tend to come in an election year, will

pose a challenge for the central bank

to achieve its stated inflation target

of 5.5%. As such, inflation is expected

to hover around 5.0 - 6.0% in 2004.

Money Base Growth above Target

in Q4 2003

November and December 2003 saw

the money base standing at Rp 175.5

and. 166.5 trillion, or 17.6% and 13.6%

"above the central bank's indicative

target, as year-end seasonal pressures

created an upward push in money

demand. The array of festivities

Figure 5

pushed base money growth upwards,

peaking at 25.1% in November, only

to drop slightly to 20.4% in December

2003 and further down to 15.4% in

January. Seasonal pressure also upped

the demand growth for currency,

pushing it upwards to 19.3 and 17.2%

in November and December respect-

ively, up from 13,7% in October 2003.

Meanwhile, M2 continued to grow

from 7.4% in October to 8.6 and 8.1%

in November and December respect- :

ively.

Excess Liquidity, Low Inflation

Brought Interest Rates Down

Riding on the basis of low inflat-

ion and stable exchange rate. Bank

Indonesia continues to promptly

VARIOUS INTEREST RATES

25 .
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1 1 1 1 < I 1 I I I—T
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Source: Bank Indonesia.
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lower interest rate on one-month SBI

notes. It fell from 8.24% in the begin-

ning of 2003 to as low as 7.48% in

late February 2004. As the rate of in-

flation decline is faster than the in-

terest rates decline, real interest rates

remains high. As such, the banking
system experiences excess liquidity

which has yet to trickle to the real

sector. Lending rates for working
capital remained high at 15.07%. In-

creasing income from the SBI, due to

the increasing margin between one-

month SBI and one-month time de-

posit interest rates (it went up from
0.99% in September to 1.69% in De-
cember 2003), has kept the banking
sector reluctant to lower lending rates.

With excess liquidity in the bank-
ing sector, high real interest rates, and
low inflation, we expect a further de-

cline in interest rates. Given the up-
coming inflationary pressures. Bank
Indonesia would be watchful of in-

flation when lowermg the interest rates,

but a three-percent real interest rate

provides enough room for further

decline.

Credit Growth Stable, Driven By
Consumption

Yearly growth of credits continued
to be in the positive for most sectors

in the fourth quarter of 2003, except
for the mining sector, which grew by
-6.68% and 16.96% in the last two

Figure 6

COMMERCIAL BANKS' OUTSTANDING CREDITS AND M2 GROWTH

Source: Bank Indonesia.
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months of 2003. Uncertainties, rising

from contradicting national and local

regulations, continued to plague the

mining sector. Meanwhile, the sectors

that experienced the highest growth

for the fourth quarter, were services

(51.07%) and trade (27.70%).

Consumption credits continued to

increase its importance in the banks'

lending portfolio vis-a-vis investment

and working capital credits, as- their

share of total credit reached 25.6%

in December 2003, up from 23.9%

in September. Meanwhile, credit

growth for investment and working

capital declined from 17.4% and 16.9%

at the end of Q3 to 13.7% and 14.3%

respectively by the end of Q4. This

poor credit growth (investment and

working capital) can be attributed to

the absence of the incentive to lend to

the real sector, as a result of the

margin between the SBI and the

deposit rates and corporate risks.

Attractive Bond Market, A Stable

Currency and A Bullish Stock

Market

The bond market continued to

become an attractive investment in-

strument as interest rates kept its

downward trend. As of 25 January

2004, the government still has Rp

159.1 trillion worth of fixed rate bonds

traded in the market, up from Rp

153.3 trillion in the end of October

2003. Meanwhile, the total value of

variable rate bonds declined to Rp

225.6 trillion from Rp 230.7 trillion in

October 2003. On February 24, 2004,

the government issued another Rp

2.5 trillion worth of fixed rate bonds

in the market. Their high yield re-

lative to interest rates kept these

government bonds very attractive —
the auction was oversubscribed by

2.14 times.

Meanwhile, declining interest rates

also resulted in a. bullish stock market.

Low interest rates, coupled with the

overall positive sentiments about the

economic and political conditions in

2004, contributed to a rise in the

Jakarta stock market index. The index

experienced a 69% surge, compared

to the beginning of 2003. The trend

continued well into 2004, as the stock

market index continued its climb,

reaching 785.9 by mid-February —
another 13.4% increase in the first two

months of 2004. However, this rise

might halt for a while as investors

observe the elections unfold.

The absence of any major shock

to the economy, combined with gen-

erally positive sentiment of the eco-

nomy, had kept the currency stable

in the last quarter of 2003. In Q4-2004,

Rupiah fluctuated between Rp 8,350

and Rp 8,570 per US$. The currency

maintained its stability in the first two

months of 2004. It appears that in

general, speculation on the currency

has been minimal — even news of the

bird flu and other significant political

news had very little impact on the cur-
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•e7

THE EXCHANGE RATE AND THE STOCK PRICE

3/USD
DO 24 parties oAldaUy pass for 2004

Ejection*, Dec 8
Government announced bird flu, Jan.

25

JSX

:y. With the absence ofmajor dis-

)ances during elections, exchange

5 are expected to maintain its stab-

at between Rp 8,250 - Rp 8,700 per

LANCE OF PAYMENT

'orts Growth Modest

ixports in 2003 reached US$61

ion, an almost 6% yearly growth,

s substantially higher export

wth for the past three years was

; to the oil price hike and the in-

ase in manufacturing exports

ume. Oil and gas exports, about

o of total exports, increased by

S%, while manufacturing exports,

ut 66% of total Indonesian exports,

w at 4.7%.

Manufacturing exports growth
was driven by machinery and elec-

trical equipments, animal/vegetables

fats and oils, not-knitted garments,

articles of apparel accessories and
footwear. Altogether those products

accounted for about 35% of total

manufacturing exports.

US, Japan, and Singapore con-

tinued to be the major export destin-

ations, accounting for about 39% of

total Indonesian non-oil exports. China

accounted for about 6% of total Indo-

nesian non-oil and gas exports and
continued to be the fourth largest

Indonesian export market. Export to

China continued to show a rapid growth

of 22% (y-o-y).

With increasing world demands,
we predict that exports will continue
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Figure 8

EXPORT VALUE (MONTHLY DATE 2001-LATEST>

1997 Q3 1998 Q3 1999 Q3 2000 Q3 2001 Q3 2002
Q1 Q1 Q1 Q1 Q1 Q1

Q3 2003 Q3

Q1

Non Oil and Gas Oil and Gas •Total Exports !

Source: BPS

Figure 9

IMPORT VALUE 2001-LATEST (BY CATEGORY)

Source: BPS
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ncrease in 2004. However, capacity

straints might prevent export

wth from reaching its pre-crisis

?1 of 10% per annum. Limited

^stments of the past several years

;ht constrain export growth to a

dest 6-7%.

asumption. Raw Materials, but

t Capital Goods, Imports Grew

imports reached US$32.4 billion,

.5% yearly growths The increase

le mainly from increased imports

consumption goods, raw materials

I intermediate inputs. Meanwhile,

)ort of capital goods continued to

line, and contracted by 9% (y-o-y)

Z003.

With the relatively stable exchange

2S, imports growth would be

dest in the first half of 2004. The

rease in imports is expected to

ne from consumption goods due

increased spending for campaign-

and election purposes. Meanwhile,

ports of raw materials and inter-

diate inputs would follow exports

nd. In contrast, import of capital

)ds would remain weak for a while,

t it is expected to increase after

conclusion of successful elections.

rrent Account Surplus Grew

In the first nine-month of 2003,

.' current account surplus reached

$6.9 billion, 8% higher than that

the same period last year. This

jher current account surplus was

due to a higher merchandise trade

surplus and a slightly lower serv-

ices account deficit. We predicted that

current account surplus for 2003

would be higher than the previous

year given that net merchandise export

for 2003 was about US$28.6 billion,

which was much higher than that

of the previous year.

Capital Account: FDI Stagnant in

2003

The first nine months of 2003

saw no improvement in private

capital flows. Net FDI flows continued

to be negative, at US$0.35 billion,

mainly -due to a small inflow but a

large outflow of capital for debt re-

payments. Although the deficit was
relatively small, it signaled a 'wait

and see' attitude of foreign investors.

Portfolio investments continued to be

in the positive. The first nine months

of 2003 recorded a US$0.8 billion net

inflow of portfolio investment. Given

rising stock prices, we predict that

the net inflow this year would not

be higher than that in 2002.

The BKPM data on investment

approvals also indicate similar trends:

investors take a 'wait and see' pos-

ition in making a long-term commit-

ments in Indonesia. In 2003, FDI ap-

proval stood at about US$14.7 billion,

a 50% increase than that in 2002.

However, the actual investment (real-

ized FDI) for the particular year was

as small as US$5 billion. Another

estimate, provided by Central De-
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veiopment Planning Board (Bappenas),
also suggested a declining trend of
realized investment for the period
of 2000-2003.

FISCAL ISSUES: TAX REFORM
AND PRIVATIZATION

Amendments To The Tax Laws

In order to increase revenue from
tax collection, the government is .

planning to reform the tax system by
proposing severar revisions to the
current tax laws. The Directorate Gen-
eral of Taxation, under the Ministry
of Finance has drafted amendments
to three tax laws: Law No. 16/2000
on general taxation arrangements
and procedures. Law No. 17/2000
on income tax, and Law No. 18/2000
on value-added tax on goods and

THE INDONESIAN QUARTERLY, Vol. XXXII/2004, No. l

services, and luxury sales tax. The
revisions, as part of the government's
action plan described in the post-IMF
white paper, are aimed at simplify-
ing the personal income tax system
and broadening the taxpayers' base.

The major highlights of the revis-
ions on General Taxation include the
broadening of the authority of the
directorate general of taxation in
order to pr-ovide more: legal basis
in tax collection, simplification of
tax payment procedures and rest-
itution process, and the inclusion of
procedures of tax amnesty. The latter

is believed to be in response to the
business society's claim that it would
help current business condition and
encourage more investment to come.
In addition, the tax office will have
the authority to investigate tax crimes

Table 3

^AMENDMENTS TO LAW ON INCOME TAX

Current Regulation New Regulation
Tax on mutual funds

Tax on corporations

and institutions

Gain from mutual fund is not
a subject of income tax

10%-30% based on income brackets

Will be a subject of income tax

28%

Tax for individuals

with annual income:
Current Regulation

New Regulation

Registered Tax Non-Registered
Payers Tax Payers

Up to Rp 25 million

Rp 25 - 50 million

Rp 50- 100 million

Rp 100 - 200 million

>Rp 200 million

5%
10%
15%
25%
35%

10% 20%

15% 25%
25% 35%
35% 45%
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thout first consulting the police. In

me cases, its will also have auth-

ity to seize assets and bank ac-

unts owned by taxpayers accused

be uncooperative. These additional

thorities are expected to reduce

. evasions in future.

The revisions to the income tax

put as much emphasis on at-

npts to increase income tax collect-

1 as on improving taxpayer aware-

ss. The draft law proposes to have

single income tax rate for cor-

rations and institutions, as opposed

the current progressive tax rates

sed on income brackets. The draft

io describes the plan to withdraw

< incentives currently in place to

rilitate the development of mutual

nds. Under the new law, interest

:ome from mutual funds in bonds

no longer exempt from taxation.

As an effort to raise taxpayers'

/areness, the draft law also pro-

>ses to give disincentives for in-

vidual taxpayers for not having tax

•'s by forcing them to pay higher

<es and changing the minimum tax

acket from Rp 25 million to Rp 50

illion. An individual who does not

)ssess a tax ID will pay a higher

X rate than those who register.

)r instance, a person earning less

an Rp 50 million a year that does

)t have a tax ID must pay a 20%
come tax, or double those who do.

le summary of the changes pro-

)sed in the law on income tax is

presented in Table 3 below. The low

number of registered taxpayers (only

a little more than 1% of the population

are registered as taxpayers) has been

a major consideration for the gov-

ernment. This policy is expected to

encourage more people to have their

own tax ID'S, a starting point that

will ease tax officials' effort to achieve

their tax revenue targets.

Meanwhile, the amendment to the

Law on Value-Added and Luxury

Goods Tax maintains the current 10%

(VAT), and the extension of goods sub-'

ject to VAT to include gold and park-

ing lot services.

Several concerns have, nonetheless

surfaced over the proposed revisions,

particularly on the General Taxation

and Income Tax draft laws. Among
the points of criticisms are concerns

that ill-behaved tax officials might

abuse the additional authorities given

to the tax office. It is widely known
that many tax officials have been

taking advantage of their authority due

to the lack of sanctions and controls.

New regulations and compelling

controls toward the abuse of power
from tax officials are among the points

that business society and other tax

payers demand to be included in the

revisions.

Revisions on tax income also raises

some concerns. While it is true that

the number of people being registered

as tax payers is somewhat low, giving
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disincentive of not having tax number
might also be subject to abuse by tax

officials. Providing incentive for having
registered tax number, instead of dis-

incentive for not having it, seems to

be a more appropriate way to raise

public awareness on the need to have
their own tax registration number.
Increasing overall public service, in

addition to better information on tax

procedures, would also increase

people's understanding on the "im-

portance of tax to the economy.

As the debate continues, time is

-of the e^ssence- here. Until the end of

-February 2004, the government has
not handed over the draft. Delaying
the implementation of the new tax

laws might harm the success of

the government's program to make tax

revenue a major source of income, and

Table 4

will prolong the uncertainty on a very
important economic issue.

Privatization Proceeds Slowly

In addition to revenues from taxes,

the government also relies on earnings
from the privatization program to

cover its budget. The program re-

corded a success last year by ob-
taining Rp 7.34 trillion, higher than

.
the targeted of Rp 6.3 trillion, thanks
to the successful sales of several state-

owned banks in 2003. However, of
the 30 companies in the privatization

program, only four of them managed
to be privatized.

For this year, the government pro-

poses to sell the remaining companies,
in addition to several others, and ex-

pects to raise Rp 5 trillion to plug its

LIST OF PRIVATIZED COMPANIES

Company

Kimia F arma
Indofarma

Garuda Indonesia

Merpati Nusantara

Angkasa Pura I

Angkasa Pura 11

Pupuk Kaltim

Perkebiinan III

Perkebunan IV

Perkebunan V
Aneka Tambang
Timah
Batubara Bukil Asam
Bank BNI
Bank Mandiri

Industry

Pharmaceuticals

Pharmaceuticals

Airlines

Airlines

Airport operator

Airport operator

Fertilizer

Plantation

Plantation

Plantation

Mining

Mining

Mining

Banking

Banking

Method of Privatization

Source: Ministry of Slate-Owned Enterprise website

Strategic placement
Strategic placement

IPO/Strategic placement
IPO/Strategic placement
Strategic placement

Strategic placement
IPO

IPO
IPO
IPO
Secondary Offering

Secondary Offering

Secondary Offering

Secondary Offering

Secondary Offering
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dget deficits. There are 28 companies

be sold this year, including an

line company, PT Garuda Indone-

, airport operators PT Angkasa Pura

i several state banks including Bank

JI and Bank Mandiri, which were

rtly privatized before (see Table 4).

Table 4 above lists 15 out of the 28

npanies to be privatized this year,

e size of the stake in each com-

nies and the timetable for the privat-

ition are, however, yet to be final-

d. Similar to 2003, this year's privat-

tion seems to have no exact scheme

d default priority. Nevertheless, the

vernment is very optimistic it can

romplish this program, stating that

2 program will be accelerated and

- targeted revenue will be acquired

the first semester of 2004.

However, experience shows that

8 road to privatization would be

mpy. Problems will come mostly

)m its politics, rooted in rejections

Dm either the parliament or the

iblic in general, especially when deal-

5 with recognizably strategic assets.

THER ISSUES

31 Commitment Short of Expecta-

In December 2003, foreign donors

the Consultative Group on Indo-

!sia (CGI) pledged US$2.8 billion in

ans for 2004 to help fill in the gov-

nment's financing gap. Of the total,

S$l billion would be allocated for

program loans with the rest for grants

and project loans. In addition, the gov-

ernment would receive US$525 mil-

lion in export credit, and US$600 in

technical assistance and grants for local

governments and NGOs.

This pledge was higher than last

year's US$2.7 billion, but short of the

US$3.35 billion that the government
asked for. No official explanations

were offered for this shortcoming.

On the one-hand, this might reflect

doubts over the government's ability

to implement reform, especially on

fiscal management, without the IMF.

At the same time; it could also be

interpreted as reflecting confidence

that the government did not need
as much "extra help" from the CGI.

Meanwhile, after finishing its

eleventh review of the Letter of Intent

(Lol), in late December 2003, the IMF
Board of Executive disbursed US$505
million to the government. This was
the final payment of the total US$5.3

billion loan pledged by the Fund in

2000.

ISSUES IN THE BANKING SECTOR

IBRA's Closure; Has It Met Its Ob-
jectives?

Indonesian Bank Restructuring

Agency (IBRA) was declared closed

on 27 February 2004. During its six

years of operation, it recovered Rp-

172.4 trillion from the banks it has

taken over. IBRA sMll leaves some
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unresolved business, including Rp
15.1 trillion worth of unsold assets.

Of the remaining assets, Rp 10.8 tril-

lion are "free and clear"assets and

would be transferred to the state-

owned holding company, the Asset

Management Company (AMC). The

AMC will be responsible to the Min-

istry of Finance and the Ministry of

State-Owned Enterprises.

During its- final days,. IBRA man- 7

aged to sell its remaining shares in

the country's major private banks in-

cluding Bank Central Asia (BCA),

Bank Danamon, Bank Ihternasional

Indonesia (BII) and Bank Niaga through

a block sale on the stock market. The

sales were expected to raise around

Rp 1.55 trillion (US$184.53 million) in

cash. IBRA also finally managed to

divest its 52% share in Bank Lippo to

the Swissasia consortium at Rp 591.5

per share.

Established in 1998, IBRA was given

three objectives: improve the country's

banking system, recover the govern-

ment funds used to bailout the bank-

ing system, and contribute to the coun-

try's economic recovery. Today, many

analysts believed IBRA had failed to

meet those objectives.

In 1998, IBRA took over 71 banks

with liquidity problems. Of the 71 banks,

52 was shut down, 15 was merged

forming two new banks (Bank Da-

namon and Bank Permata) after being

recapitalized by the government, while

four other were recapitalized without

being merged. The total cost to the gov-

ernment to bail out troubled banks
was Rp 642 trillion, consisting of re-

capitalization costs and the Rp 144.5

trillion Bank Indonesia liquidity sup-

port or BLBI. IBRA officials claimed

that the institution has recovered Rp
172.4 trillion, higher than the govern-

ment and House of Representative's

target of Rp 149 trillion. This, they

argued, implied a 28% recovery rate —
a reasonable achievement compared

to several banking restructuring pro-

grams in other countries.

However, we think that the actual

recovery rate is much lower for two

reasons. First, the restructuring pro-

gram in Indonesia took almost six

years, while in Korea and Thailand

similar programs were concluded in

2-3 years. Considering the time value

of money, the three years difference

should lower the recovery rate signific-

antly.

Second, IBRA only considered the

Rp 642 trillion cost in calculating the

recovery rate, and failed to include

the administrative costs of maintaining

IBRA for six years. As part of the

total restructuring costs, these admin-

istrative costs were quite significant.

IBRA officials claimed that lost as-

sets, amounting some Rp 470 trillion,

were 'costs of the crisis'. However,

these 'costs of the crisis' were dis-

proportionately borne by the people

through the state budget.
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Was IBRA successful in improv-

ig the domestic banking system?

ideed, in the past five years, there

'ere achievements. Capital Adequacy
ate (CAR) increased to 8%, Non-Per-

)rming Loans (NPL) reduced to 5%
•om 35% in 1998, while the third-

arty funds in the banking sector in-

creased by 33%. But other variables in-

dicate that the banking sector has yet

to regain its intermediary role. Loan-

to-deposit ratio (LDR) is still around
40-42%, compared with 72.4% in 1998.

Credit growth, is still driven by growth

in consumption credit, instead of in-

vestment and working capital credits.

INDONESIA:
A BLUEPRINT FOR STRATEGIC SURVIVAL

Written by Nirwan Idrus

Published by. Centre for Strategic and International
Studies (CSIS), Jakarta

This book presents the author's assessment of Indone-
sia and its potential for survival in the new millenium.
Much of the assessment is based on his observasion,
as a layman, of the happenings in the country. As the
author claims, this is not meant to be a scientific dis-
course, but an applied analysis of political, economic,
social and strategic governance.

In this book, Idrus explores the causes why Indonesia
becomes lawless and increasingly deteriorating. For
Indonesia to survive, it needs to change and trans-
form itself. But obstacles to rapid changes are too
enormous and deeplv petrified. Therefore, he proposes
a very long-term planning, envisioning Indonesians
of the 21st century to be knowledge-based, technology-

. ,

literate, law-literate, community-and society-responsible
and most importantly recognized by other peoples as having those qualities. A framework
of what needs to be done in the proposed long-term planning is discussed in it.
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Assessing Indonesia's Human Rights

Practice Post-Soeharto: 1998-2003

Hikmahanto Juivana

INTRODUCTION

INDONESIA under the Soeharto

administration had been con-

sidered as a country with poor

human rights practice and records. The

resignation of Soeharto as President in

May 1998 sparked hopes that the

human rights situation would improve.

This article aims to assess human 'rights

practice in Indonesia post-Soeharto ad-

ministration.

The first part of the article discusses

the commitments from the three ad-

ministrations, namely, the Habibie ad-

ministration (May 1998 to October 1999),

the Wahid administration (October 1999

to July 2001), and lastly the incum-

bent Megawati administration that is

expected to run its full course until

2004. Each of them espouses varying

levels of commitments towards the hu-

man rights during their respective terms

in office. In this case, a fundamental

shift from an authoritarian to demo-

cratic government coupled with per-

sonal commitments from individuals

in high level government positions does

not necessarily bring about improve-

ment in human rights practice. The fol-

lowing section deals with legal frame-

work with respect to human rights. In

spite of having been improved signific-

antly, legislative framework has not

given any effects to the society. This is

followed by an assessment on human

rights institutions. During post-Soeharto

administrations, there have been many

institutions, both government and pri-

vate, working in the field of human

rights. However, the myriad human

rights institutions have not contri-

buted much to human rights condit-

ions. The following section will assess

the perception of the public towards

human rights practice in Indonesia. At

certain juncture the human rights are

practiced excessively and the impacts

have been perceived negatively by the

public. As a consequence, human rights

practice has faced challenges from the

public.
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The second part of the article as-

esses what has been discussed in the

)revious part. This part presents an as-

essment on human rights abuses that

vere conducted in the past. The pre-

entation includes discussions on gov-

•rnment's commitment, the legal

ramework, and the institutions neces-

ary for upholding human rights. It

ilso presents an assessment on the pol-

cies and meassures of war against

error. Government policies and mea-

ures have deeply affected public per-

:eption toward the promotion and pro-

ection of human rights in Indonesia,

"he assumption is that the effort on

var against terror has deteriorated

jublic perception's.

ASSESSMENT ON GOVERN-
VIENT'S COMMITMENT, LEGAL
i^RAMEWORK, INSTITUTIONS,
\ND PUBLIC PERCEPTION

3ovemment's Commitment

In developing countries such as In-

donesia, an individual who assumes

Tigh position in the government struc-

.ure is considered to be important factor

:or significant change to happen in the

rountry. Many developed countries, in-

cemational organizations, business com-

munities, even political elites within

the country seem to subscribe to this

view when change is expected. There-

fore, those who hold high positions at

the executive level of government in-

stitution need to be influenced'.

The above had been the case when
international community actively en-

couraged the promotion of human rights

in Indonesia under the Soeharto ad-

ministration. To note one example is

when the international community and

political elites had influenced Soehar-

to's government to respect human
rights which resulted in the establish-

ment of the National Commission of

Human Rights or Komisi Nasional Hak

Asasi Manusia (hereinafter referred to

as "Komnas HAM") in 1993.

The following section discusses an

assessment whether the commitment

of the three successive Presidents in

promoting human rights can deliver

significant change or there has been a

revision to this approach.

The Habibie Administration

Under the Habibie administration,

freedom of speech had been improved

significantly. However, this was not a

result of the administration's inten-

tional policy. Rather, it is because people

were no longer afraid of voicing their

concern even if that meant violating

laws and regulations. Such people's

attitude started when Soeharto was
about to resign from the office in

which university students' and the

public held continuous demonstrations.

The huge protests nationwide had be-

come people's power which had been

one of the decisive factors for Soehar-

to to step down.
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With this improvement of freedom
of speech, the public could express al-

most anything freely without any an-

xiety/including sensitive issues such as

demand for Soeharto trial, ^ protest

against government policies, demand
for public officials to step down due
to corruption, and even demand for

banning the previous ruling party, Gol-

kar.2

Unfortunately, some of the public

demonstrations had been ended in

violence; and sometimes they even re-

sulted in destruction of public facil-

ities and private ownerships.^ "These"

caused public inconveniences and grief"

which in turn even brought about re-

sentment. Demonstrations involving a

very large number of people mostly

have ended in face to face confront-

ation with the police and military that

resulted in casualties and lost of lives.''

To curb and avoid further chaotic

demonstrations, the government felt

the urgency to regulate such activities.

To this end, the government passed

a regulation known as Government
Regulation in Lieu of Law or Peratur-

an Pemerintah Pengganti Undang-un-

dang (hereinafter abbreviated as "Per-

pu") concerning the Freedom to Ex-

press Opinion before the Public.'' This

measure was heavily criticized by

human rights activists and Non Gov-

ernmental Organizations (NGOs) on

two accounts. First, the policy was

seen as an attempt to restrict, not re-

gulate, the freedom of speech. Second,

the government should not impose
the Perpu since it should be issued only

when the nation is in a state of emer-
gency.^ It was questioned whether the

time the Perpu was issued qualifies as

state of emergency. To avoid further

debate, effort was made to make the

Perpu to become Law. For this purpose,

the government was quick in obtain-

ing endorsement from the parliament

or Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat (herein-

after abbreviated as "DPR"). The DPR
swiftly gave the endorsement required

on the same year. The Perpu became
- Law .with some changes (hereinafter re-

- ferred to aa "Freedom to Express Law").^

At the beginning, the police found

it difficult to enforce the Freedom to

Express Law.^ People refused their

freedom to be restricted again; and to

defend such freedom, they were will-

ing to break the Law. In addition,

police were reluctant to take harsh

measures as they were outnumbered

and afraid of being accused of viol-

ating human rights.^ As quoted by

the Jakarta Post, the police admitted,

saying "We don't want to be accused

of human rights abuse. "'^^ This was

taken as the standard excuse for the

police when standing by and witness-

ing a menacing armed crowd ransack

someone's property or burn somebody

alive. Furthermore, harsh measures

were thought by the government as

unpopular. A harsh measure had been

conceived as undermining government

effort to obtain public acceptance which
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le government was in dire need. As
result, many demonstrations were
aged ignoring the Law.

Habibie had placed human rights

> top priority agenda for his admin-
tration in order to enable him to show
le public that his administration is

ifferent from that of Soeharto. Politic-

ly this is necessary to gain public ac-

.'ptance of his administration. It was
public knowledge that Habibie was
Deharto's favorite to succeed him.

-le public at that time did not wel-

)me anyone or anything related to

)eharto. Therefore, Habibie tried very

jrd to independently make his own
and in politics. By placing human
ghts as his top priority, Habibie was
ghly expected to be different from

s predecessor, Soeharto.

The agenda was implemented by
troducing human rights legislations

id acceeding to international instru-

ents. In doing so the administration

id meant to show the people that

e administration was different from

at of Soeharto.

One of the important achievements

this regard was the enactment of

e Human Rights Law.'^ The Law
IS 106 articles containing the funda-

entals of human rights. It sets in

;tail provisions concerning the right

live and the right not to be abducted

id/or killed, the right to establish a

mily and bear children, the right to

If-development, the right to justice.

the right to individual freedom, the

right to security, the right to welfare,

the right to participate in the govern-

ment, women's right, children's right,

and the right to religious freedom.

The Human Rights Law also streng-

thens the existence of Komnas HAM
which was established by the Soehar-

to administration.^^ Under the Law,
the members of Komnas HAM are ap-

pointed by the Parliament and sanct-

ioned by the President.^'* Another ac-

hievement of this administration is the

revocation of Anti Subversive Law of

1963.^^ The Law had been considered

as restricting and circumscribing the

basic human rights, such as freedom
of speech. Under the Soeharto ad-

ministration the Anti Subversive Law
had been employed extensively to si-

lent government opposition.

A decision equally important made
by the Habibie administration was the

abolishment of a ministerial decree that

provided power to the minister of in-

formation to ban media. This had
been considered as an important step

for wider freedom of the press.

In addition, the administration had
issued a Presidential Decree outlining

plan of actions to improve human
rights practice.'® Apart from that, Ha-

bibie had released 200 political pri-

soners and rehabilitated those who
were accused without trial of having

involvement in communist coup in

1965. ^'^ The Habibie administration
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also made decisions unconceivable
under Soeharto administration with
respect to separatist movements. On
August 1998 Habibie's Minister of De-
fence announced the termination of

Aceh as an Area of Military Operation

{Dacrah Operasi Militer) status. Besides,

in 1999 Habibie had endorsed to give

East Timorese people the right of self

determination dubbed as popular con-

sultation. The self determination pro-

cess, later on, resulted in East Timor
independence in 2000.

The Habibie administration had al-

so acceeded and ratified a number of

international treaties dealing with "hu-

man rights. The Convention against

Torture and Cruel, Inhuman or De-

grading Treatment or Punishment was
ratified in 1998.^^ In the subsequent

year, the Convention on the Eliminat-

ion of All Forms of Racial Discrimin-

ation was also ratified. During the

Habibie administration there were three

International Labor Organizations con-

ventions ratified. Those are the ILO
Convention No. 105 concerning The
Abolition of Forced Labor,^^ the ILO
Convention No. 138 concerning Min-

imum Age for Admission to Employ-

ment,^'* and the ILO Convention No.

m concerning Discrimination in Re-

spect of Employment and Occupation.*^^

All in all during a little over a year

Habibie assumed his presidency, he

had been successful in reforming the

legal framework that deals with hu-

man rights. Unfortunately, such suc-

cess was not followed by significant

improvement in human rights practice

at the society level. Human rights viol-

ations still occurred. There were in-

cidents of which students were shot
dead when holding demonstrations
known as the Semanggi tragedy.

The East Timor popular consultation

turned into violence after the result

was announced.

The -positive measures taken by Ha-
bibie administration to promote and
protect human rights unfortunately

coincided with extreme euphoria and
excitement in the once repressed so-

ciety. The administration did not pro-

vide any proper policy and measures
for anticipating these matters. For

example, the government was unable

to forecast the implication of the in-

dependence option for East Timor, par-

ticularly the eruption of violence. An-
other example is the unimaginable

growth of mass media that was not

followed by strict regulations on ethics

and their enforcement. This has re-

sulted in some form of excessive and

uncontrollable practice of freedom of

the press in which pornography and

unfounded as well as inaccurate re-

ports were pervasive.

The Wahid Administration

Under President Wahid, human
rights were put on special agenda be-

cause of his personal belief that human

rights should be respected. Such belief

may be imbued by his experience of
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being human rights activist before he
9 7

came to power. As a muslim who

leads the biggest Islamic organiza-

tion, Nahdlatul illama (NU), he had

shown great tolerance with other re-

ligions. This background, had great

influence on Wahid when he assumed

his presidency. Government's commit-

ment dealing with human rights had

its roots in Wahid's personal determin-

ation to uphold human rights.

Under Wahid administration, a first

ever ministry that exclusively dealt

with human rights issues was estab-

lished. The ministry was referred to

as the Ministry of Human Rights which

had four responsibilities, namely, pol-

icy formulation, coordination, people's

empowerment, and report as well as eva-
9ft

luation in the field of human rights.

However, due to the cabinet reshuffle

taking place in August 2000, the min-

istry was merged to the Department of
9Q

Justice. The ministry differed from

Komnas HAM as it was an executive

branch and under the direction of the

President. Although Komnas HAM is

a government institution, it is not part

of the executive branch, as it is indep-

endent from the government.

President Wahid promoted equal

rights for the minority of Indonesian

Chinese. He advocated that Indonesian

Chinese should be allowed to keep

their Chinese names. This is a signif-

icant improvement since during the

Soeharto administration, the Indone-

sian Chinese were not allowed to use

their Chinese names, Chinese script

and to promote their culture. In add-

ition, Wahid revoked a regulation that

made Chinese Indonesian to obtain

special permission from the govern-

ment authorities when conducting re-

ligious, beliefs and customs activities.'^^

He had even suggested that Confu-

cianism should be recognized as one

of the religions of the state. Further-

more, under Wahid administration

Chinese Lunar New Year for the first

time was declared as optional state-

holiday .^^

In dealing with the Aceh issue Wa-

hid had called for a peaceful solut-

ion through dialogues between the

government and the group of separ-

atist movement of Aceh Independent

Movement {GAM/ Gerakan Aceh Mer-

deka). He even proposed a referen-

dum for Aceh. Wahid had to face

strong opposition to this idea from

some members of his cabinet and the

military. He also called for parliament-

ary investigation into human rights

abuses in Aceh.^^

Under the Wahid administration

a Law was passed to establish a Court

to specifically examine gross violations

of human rights. The Law is referred

to as the Law on Human Rights Court

(Human Rights Court Law) that con-

sists of 51 articles. There are two

kinds of gross human rights violat-

ions defined under the Law, namely,
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crime of genocide and crimes against

humanity. 3^ These two crimes are in

fact internationally recognized under
the Rome Statute of the International

Criminal Court.^^ The Human Rights
Court Law sets out the power of the

Court, the law of procedure for arrest,

detention, investigation and prosecut-
ion. It deals also with examination be-

fore the court, witness protection, and
rehabilitation.

The Law has been a landmark for.

human rights protection, even for the

abuses taking place in the past, as it

can be applied retroactively.^^ Under
the Law, the Court that examines past

human rights violations is referred to

as Ad Hoc Human Rights Court.^^ The
Ad Hoc Human Rights Court will only

be instituted if certain past human
rights violation is recommended to be
examined by the DPR to the President.

The President will then issue a Presid-

ential Decree to that effect.^° To date,

there are only two cases being proces-

sed, namely, those of the East Timor
and the Tanjung Priok incidents.

In hindsight, the Human Rights

Court Law was a kind of compromise
between international pressures which
demanded the establishment of an

international tribunal and Indonesia

which rejected the idea but was in

favor of prosecuting the culprit. The
government had been successful in

convincing international community
for the trial to take place in Indonesia.

The then foreign minister, AIwi Shi-
hab, as quoted by the Jakarta Post said
that, "It would be counterproductive
(to have an international tribunal) be-
cause it would trigger a xenophobic
response and allow violators to wrap
themselves in the flag in an excessive
spirit of nationalism."''^ Wahid's de-
termination to uphold human rights
was shown when one of his ministers

was investigated for human rights

abuse.^2 He suspended his Minister
for Security and Political Affairs, Gen-
eral (ret.) Wiranto, to allow further in-

vestigation on his alleged role in the

East Timor incident.

Another Wahid's achievement in

the field of human rights during his

term of office was that he had con-

tinued Habibie's policy of releasing

political prisoners accused of subver-

sion, defaming government and rebel-

lion during the Soeharto administrat-

ion.^3

At one point he suggested that

the People's Consultative Assembly
or the Majelis Permusyawaratan Rakyat

(hereinafter abbreviated as "MPR") De-

cree banning communism and Marx-

ism to be revoked."*** However, such

proposal failed as the majority of MPR
members were against of such proposal.

Although Wahid had high commit-

ment to human rights and many had

expected that human rights practice

would improve significantly under his

leadership, however the bureaucracies
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d top-level government officials were

lable or had been reluctant to im-

ement what the President had in

ind. Changing mindset at the bureau-

atic level had been difficult. As a

suit, human rights practice had not

2;nificantly achieved any progress,

stead, human rights abuses have

en taken a different kind of form,

ch as communal clashes. In Maluku

d Poso, for instance, there have

en interreligious violences. In the

and of Kalimantan, there had been

mic conflict.'*^

e Megawati Administration

Unlike her predecessors — Habibie

d Wahid, Megawati does not place

man rights agenda highly in run-

"ig the government. Human rights

ve been treated equally as, and

metimes overshadowed by, other

ues of national concerns. Under
jgawati, the government has been

I
;occupied with separatist movement
i war against terrorism.^'' The gov-

iment had received criticisms for

'oring more on territorial integrity

d national security rather than on

man rights.

Megawati was criticized for launch-

c military operation and imposing

rtial law in Aceh province. The mil-

ry operation was launched after

' government's deadline to disarm

d renounce demand for independ-

:e by GAM on 12 May 2002 had pas-

sed.48 While the martial law in Aceh
took effect on 19 May 2003.^^ The gov-

ernment previously had entered peace

deal with GAM in the form of the Ces-

sation of Hostilities Agreement (COHA)
signed in 2002.^° The deal broke off

when further negotiation between the

government and leaders of GAM in

Tokyo had failed
.^^

The martial law had been imposed

for a six months period. However, on

-4 November 2003 the government de-

cided to extend another six months.52

The extension had been criticized

by many.^^ Journalists had criticized

the imposition of martial law as it

would provide them with 1imited ac-

cess to cover events in the operation

zone in Aceh.^^ The military has

placed limit of what journalist can re-
55

port. Foreign journalists are pro-

hibited from covering military cam-
paign.^^

Megawati also received criticism^^

when the government passed two Gov-

ernment Regulations in Lieu of Law to

combat terrorist act.^^ The Perpu was
submitted to DPR for endorsement.^^

Subsequently the DPR had approved
it and since then the Perpu became
Law (hereinafter referred to as "Anti

Terrorism Law").^'° However, the Law
has been criticized for not giving due
consideration to human rights issue.

The Law is seen as the revival of the

former Anti Subversive Law that has

been revoked.^* Under this Law the

police are given extensive power to ar-
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rest and detain terrorist suspect. The
Law has legalized preemptive actions

of arrest based on intelligence inform-

ation instead of legal evidences.^'^

Many have criticized Megawati for

lacking strong commitment on hu-

man rights. The criticisms have been

voiced persistently since Megawati
took office until the end of 2003.^^

Against these criticisms the govern-

ment remains unheeded. The govern-

ment has been able to neglect such

criticisms due to public negative re-

percussions of human rights practice

during the Habibie and Wahid admin-

istration; One example of negative re-

percussions is the freedom of speech.

This freedom has shifted from purely

voicing concern to be a business of its

own right. There have been 'demon-

stration organizers' who can gather

crowds and stage demonstration in

return for money. As a consequence

there was a feeling of disillusionment

from the public bred out of years of

human rights practice that did not de-

liver any practical benefit. People have

become indifference toward govern-

ment who has strong or weak commit-

ment to the protection and promotion

of human rights.

In the midst of negative public

perception on human rights, the gov-

ernment has been challenged by some

aspects of human rights considered

to be practiced excessively. The police

have been more assertive in clamping

down demonstrations that did not

comply with the Freedom to Express

Law. There have been cases in which

individuals were arrested and charged

with the holding of unlicensed demon-
strations, disturbing public order, smear-

ing or stamping on pictures of the Pres-

ident and Vice President to the sub-

stance of demonstrations that is against

the law, such as insulting the head of

state. The government even warned

the protesters not to dream of toppling

the Megawati legitimate government

as it would confront them.^^

The freedom of the press has also

been challenged by the government.

Recently editors of mass media have

been brought to courts to face cri-

minal charges, such as in Rakyat Mer-

deka case.^^ Human rights defenders

and NGOs have criticized Megawati's

administration of restoring law enforce-

ment to suppress freedom of speech

and freedom of the press.

Promotion of human rights has also

been weaken lately due to dispropor-

tionate foreign government and NGOs
involvement. Such involvement has

been perceived by the public that hu-

man rights have become a tool for

new colonialism.'*'' In a similar vein,

the Chief of Staff of the Indonesian

Army said that human rights and de-

mocracy would constitute future threat

for Indonesia as a state.^^ In this sense,

the concept of human rights is con-

sidered as foreign ideological or polit-

ical imposition.
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Human Rights Legal Framework

There has been an argument that

legal framework can be useful to

:hange society. By introducing certain

v'alues to the legal framework this will

^esult in some changes in society.

Vlany have subscribed to this argu-

ment, including foreign governments

and political leaders in Indonesia. To
this end the government has been en-

:ouraged to introduce laws and ratify

mternational instruments relating to

-luman rights. The expectation is that

numan rights conditions in Indonesia

will improve. Unfortunately, this has

not been the case for Indonesia within

:he five years span.

To date, legal framework has served

Dnly as mere symbol of having laws

and regulations but without any im-

plementation. Indonesia's legal frame-

work dealing with human rights post-

Soeharto administration has improved

significantly. There have been copious

statutory enactment, government re-

gulations and even ratification of in-

ternational treaties.

The most monumental legal frame-

work relating to human rights appeared

in 2000 when the Constitution was

amended for the second time.^^ The

amendment has included important

articles dealing with human rights.''"

The Constitution now contains a num-

ber of various articles dealing with

human rights. Provisions that deal di-

rectly with human rights are placed

under Chapter X A. The chapter con-

tains 9 paragraphs. The first-eight para-

graphs, referred to as article 28 (a) to

(i), contain the basic human rights,

while the last paragraph contains a

basic duty.

The basic human rights are the

right to live,^^ the right to establish

a family and for a child to have the

right to live, grow and develop/^ the

right to prosper and improve,'''^ the

right to be recognized and protected

before the law and the right to work,

equal opportunities in government and

right to citizenship status,'''^ the right

to choose religion and the right of as-

sociation and expression,''^ the right to

communicate and obtain information,''^

the right to protection and right to be

free from inhuman treatment,''^ the

right to live in physical and spiritual

prosperity, the right to receive facilit-

ation and the right to social security and

the right to own personal property,^®

the right to life and right to be free

from any discriminative treatment/^

Article 28 also provides duties un-

der Article 28 (j), namely the duty to

respect human rights of others and the

duty to accept restriction in exercising

rights and freedoms.®" There has also

been MPR decree that requires all high

level state institutions and the whole
of government apparatus to respect,

uphold and disseminate information

concerning human rights to the gen-

eral public. The decree also mentioned

the government to immediately ratify
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a number of United Nations' instru-

ments, without any specific reference,

concerning human rights without as

long as it does not contradict with

Pancasila, the state ideology, and the

Constitution.^^

At the statutory level, there have

been new laws introduced and some
laws repelled as has been discussed

earlier. Apart from that, there are also

some draft , laws related to human
rights currently being discussed. One
which is considered to be important

is the draft law of the Truth and Re-

conciliation Commission or Komisi Ke-

benaran dan Rekonsiliasi (herein-after

referred to as "KKR"). The KKR is

considered to be a wav out for trans-

itional justice for the past human
rights abuse taking model from South

Africa's experience. The draft law is

intended to deal with past human
rights abuses committed during both

the Soekarno and Soeharto regimes,

offering pardons to the suspects who
are ready to be reconciled with their

victims and pay them compensation.®^

The draft law was initially prepared

by the Institute for Policy Research

and Advocacy or Lembaga Studi dan

Advokasi Masyarakal better known as

ELSAM, a human rights NGO.®^

Besides Laws that deal directly

with human rights, there are Laws that

indirectly have provisions to protect

and improve human rights conditions

in Indonesia. The Laws, among others,

are the Labor Law,^** the Press Law®^

and the Child Protection Law.®^ Fur-

thermore, there are Laws that made
reference to human rights such as the

Advocate Law,®^ the National Edu-
cation Law,®^ the Police Law,®^ and
the Broadcasting Law.^° To take one

example, under the Police Law it is

stated that the Police has to respect

human rights,^^ and the Advocate
Law mentions that Advocate task,

among others, is to uphold human
rights,^^

In addition to domestic legislat-

ions, Indonesia has ratified various in-

ternational legal instruments that deal

wifh human rights as discussed earlier.

With the numerous legislations that

have been passed and international

treaties ratified dealing directly and

indirectly with human rights, the quest-

ion is whether such effort has made
significant improvement to human
rights practice in Indonesia. Unfortun-

ately, there continues to exist a wide

gap between what is provided under

the Law and the reality. There are six

main reasons for the failure.

First, the legislations were passed

with the intent of only satisfying in-

ternational pressure, domestic NGOs
pressure, even political elites who had

interest of holding on to their power,

rather than a genuine attempt to im-

proving human rights condition. Se-

cond, such legislations overlooked the

necessary supporting infrastructure for

effective implementation. The legal ap-

paratus, for example, have lack of
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jnderstanding on the concept of

luman rights. Many, for example, have

:onfused the concept of command or

luperior responsibility as administra-

ive responsibility. Third, the leniency

?xtended by law enforcement agencies

o human rights violators resulting in

ittle incentive for compliance, in add-
tion, some provisions in the legislations

ire difficult to enforce since they are

he result of political compromise.

The fourth factor responsible for the

ailure is that it is difficult to enforce the

lew legislation, as it involves changes

n the legal culture and mindset of the

general public and the lack of publicity

)f such human rights legislations,

iuch changes are likely to take a long

ime to materialize. Fifth, the interna-

ional instruments ratified by Indone-

ia have failed to be translated into na-

ional legislations. For instance, human
ights that protect labors have rema-
ned unchanged at society's level even

hough a number of international tre-

ities have been ratified to ensure labors

ire protected. Despite Indonesia has
atified ILO Convention No. 138, it has

'et succeeded in abolishing completely

•hild workers. Furthermore, forced and

)onded children continue to exist

•ven though Indonesia had ratified

LO Convention No. 105 concerning
he Abolition of Forced Labor.

Sixth, if provisions of international

reaties are transformed to national le-

gislations, problems arise at the imple-

mentation phase. Caning in open places

has been introduced in Aceh province

irrespective of the Convention against

Torture and Cruel, Inhuman or Degrad-
ing Treatment or Punishment which
was ratified in 1998.^^ National legis-

lations that discriminate Indonesian
Chinese^'* still exist eventhough Con-
vention on the Elimination of All

Forms of Racial Discrimination has
been ratified.^^

From the above Indonesia's experi-

ence it would be wrong for those who
argue that improvement of human
rights conditions could be pursued
through international treaties. Neglect
of the specific conditions of the con-

tracting states manifests as incom-
plete implementation even after they
are transformed into national legislat-

ions because of inadequate supporting
legal infrastructure of the state con-
cerned. The improvement of Indone-
sia's legal framework only serve as

providing the ideal benchmark stand-

ards. The framework has not, however,
been significantly reflected in the so-

ciety.

Human Rights Institutions

One of important parts of human
rights promotion and protection is the

existence of institutions dealing with
the issue. In the absence of such insti-

tutions, it would be difficult to ensure

the implementation and improvement
of human rights conditions. Institul-
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ions dealing with human rights in In-

donesia are categorized into govern-

ment and private institutions.

During the Soeharto administrat-

ion there was only one government in-

stitution that promotes and deals with

human rights issue, namely, the Kom-

nas HAM^^ Komnas HAM became the

focal point of government institution to

deal with human rights promotion and

protection: Korrihas HAM under the

Soeharto administration had been

highly regarded. The administration

had been consistent in following up

the recommendations from Komnas

HAM.

Surprisingly as the government

become democratic, in the last two

years, recommendations from Kom-

nas HAM have not been followed up

seriously by state institutions. Kom-

nas HAM has been complaining of this

condition. For example, the Indonesian

Military refused to answer the summons

by Komnas HAM's Commission of In-

quiry into Human Rights Violations

during the down fall of Soeharto and

the beginning of Habibie government

known as the Trisakti, Semanggi I and

Semanggi II incidents. In addition,

the Chairman of Komnas HAM, Abdul

Hakim Garuda Nusantara, questioned

government's and DPR's commitment

to keep Komnas HAM in charge of

human rights. According to him, since

Komnas HAM will rely on the Attor-

ney General Office for prosecution

then it will be difficult to prosecute

those accused of abusing human rights

if the Attorney General's office ignores
QQ

Komnas HAM's recommendations.

Under the post-Soeharto adminis-

trations, there have been -many govern-

ment institutions dealing with human

rights, which became a jargon not only

for NGOs, but also for the government.

To this end, within the government

there are institutions, sections or desk

which deals with human rights. The

institutions include the defunct Min-

istry for Human Rights which was

currently been restructured and placed

as part of the Ministry of Justice. Cur-

rently within the Ministry of Justice

there are two agencies dealing with

human rights issues. Apart from

that, certain ministries have section

that deals with human rights issue.

Under a much democratic govern-

ment and having sound legal basis, the

many government institutions dealing

with human rights unfortunately have

not been able to improve human rights

practice in Indonesia. And this has

been worsened by another problem,

namely, the lack of coordination

among those institutions. Each institut-

ion has been selfish and can hardly

cooperate with each other in dealing

with human rights issues.

As to private institutions during

the Soeharto administration there were

only a few. One of the leading human

rights institutions was the Legal Aid

Institute (LBH). Founded in 1970s, the
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^BH has been very critical of abuses

)n human rights perpetrated by the

f
government or the military.

Under the post-Soeharto adminis-

rations, there have been many private

nstitutions working on human rights

ssues in the form of NGOs. Apart from

he LBH, there are Commission for Dis-

ippearing/Lost Persons and Victims of

v^iolence (Kontras),^"' Imparsial,^^^

ELSAM,^°3 PBHI,^°^ there are also

Tenters for Human Rights attached to

.miversities. There have been new gen-

eration of pro-democracy and human
rights groups — such as INFIGHT (In-

donesian Front for the Defense of

Human Rights), GENI (a human rights

group based in Salatiga, Central Java),

PIPHAM (Center for Human Rights

Information and Education). With

the increased number of the existing

NGOs, LBH has been forced to renew

its role in advocating and protecting

human rights.^'^

It is interesting to note that some of

NGOs involved in human rights work

have been established under the spon-

sorship of officials from the govern-

ment. These officials had encouraged

their acquaintance to establish NGOs
in order to present opposing views

of the already established NGOs who
have been critical against the govern

ment. These kind of 'government' spon-

sored human rights NGOs were short-

lived, usually lapsing into inactivity

when the officials have left the office.

In addition, it cannot be denied that

some of human rights NGOs have

been established with the aim of com-

mercial and other hidden, agenda which

are far from the purposes of uphold-

ing human rights. There have been

problems recently faced by private

institutions. One of the fundamental

problems is funding that has been sub-

stantially made by foreign donors.

Once these donors pull out, the NGOs
will slowly collapse. For example, LBH
was reported to be in the brink of col-

lapse due to financial difficulties as

all of their international funding agen-

cies had reportedly ceased their fin-

ancial assistance.^*^^

Funding from foreign sponsors

have been problematic. For the NGOs
the incentives to promote human rights

issue practically depend on the inter-

est of their- foreign sponsors. The

NGOs have been unable to act on the

basis of the choice of its own members.

The fact that NGOs have been strug-

gling financially only attests to their

dependency on foreign financial con-

tributions, thus undermining their cred-

ibility. The NGO funding has also raised

the question on foreign donor(s) com-

mitment to the promotion of human
rights in Indonesia. The question

is whether the contribution was in-

tended for a 'one-off goal to bring

down an authoritarian regime or a

long-term objective of promoting hu-

man rights in Indonesia.
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The second problem is the prolif

eration of NGOs have made overlap-

ping efforts to improve human rights

conditions. The public has been con-

fused with the many agendas of hu-

man rights that the NGOs are advoc-

ating. The government has also been

baffled with the many recommendat-
ions from the NGOs. However, the gov-

ernment has been taking advantage of

the existence of many NGOs, in_parti-

cular when certain policy is decided.

The government will ask NGOs who
support its policy to go against NGOs
who -are against the policy:

The third problem stems from the

fact that human rights issues have
been taken up more by government in-

stitutions and as a result NGOs no
longer possess the charisma they used

to have under the more oppressive Soe-

harto administration.

In sum, even though human rights

institutions have grown in number, un-

fortunately this does not necessarily

mean the improvement of human rights

conditions. Hence, it would be wrong
.to conclude that with many NGOs
existing, society's awareness on human
rights will accordingly be strengthened.

Public's Perception on Human Rights

Public perception towards human
rights is crucial as this will influence

effectively their own commitment and

the government's to uphold human
rights. A positive public perception to-

ward human rights practice will pro-

mote rather than retard the progress
on human rights. On the contrary,

the public's negative perception on it

will be counter productive towards
human rights promotion itself.

After the fall of Soeharto, human
rights were praised by the public. How-
ever, as they were practiced exces-

sively, people began to show their dis-

content and resentment."^ Having
enjoyed political stability under Soe-

harto administration, the country has

to face political instability and disor-

der. Many have considered excessive

human rights practices to be respons-

ible for that situation.

Excessive practice of human rights

in recent times has been challenged by

the public. Their dissatisfaction of hu-

man rights issues have been often di-

rected towards human rights activists.

There have been incidents where hu-

man rights activists and their offices

were attacked by certain people and or-

ganizations.^'^

Another example, under the Habibie

and Wahid administration, freedom of

press was exercised as if there were

no boundaries and laws. This freedom

has been demonstrated by the birth of

new newspapers, magazines, radios

and televisions. 113 The mass media

can report almost anything without

any government censorship as hap-

pened during the Soeharto adminis-

tration. However, recently there have
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jeen lawsuits coming from the public

rhallenging the freedom of the press.'''*

3f course, from the perspective of hu-

nan rights activists and journalists the

Tiany cases against the press have been

seen as threat to freedom of the press.

The same applies to the freedom

d( speech. Demonstrations held in the

business district areas in big cities

nave been complained by the public

due to the incoveniences they have

:aused. Long traffic jam/ road closed

and public transportation not operat-

ing are instances of the inconveniences.

The negative public perception has un-

doubtedly implicated on the promotion

and protection of human rights in In-

donesia.

ASSESSMENT ON SELECTED
ISSUES

Domestic Trials for Gross Violations

of Human Rights

As stated earlie, there were two inci-

dents of the past human rights violat-

ions brought to trial. First is the East

Timor incident and the second is the

Tanjung Priok incident. The trials were

mainly instituted to face international

demand, such as the UN Security

Council, who urged Indonesia to bring

to justice those responsible for atro-

cities in East Timor.''^ While the Tan-

jung Priok trials were intended to

counter the impression that the estab-

lishment of Ad Hoc Human Rights

Court was purely the result of Indone-

sia's surrendering to international de-

mand, apart from responding to dom-
estic pressure.

Technically, the establishment of

the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court be-

gun with report of gross violations of

human rights by Komnas HAM. There

were two reports of Komnas HAM
which led to East Timor and Tanjung

Priok trials. On 22 September 1999

Komnas HAM created a Commission

for Human Rights Violations in East

Timor or Komisi Penyelidik Pelanggaran

HAM di Timor Timur (abbreviated as

'KPP HAM'). KPP HAM is composed

of government officials and human
rights activists. On 31 January 2000,

it produced a comprehensive report

naming Indonesian and East Timorese

officials and military leaders respons-

ible for flagrant violations of human
rights.

Amongst those prosecuted include

the Chief of Military Command over-

seeing East Timor, the Chief of East Ti-

mor Police, the Governor and other

high-ranking officials in the military,

police and civil service. However, the

report excluded the Commander in

Chief of the Armed Forces. The exclu-

sion of such officials was criticized by

both the international community and

domestic human rights watchdogs.''®

The report was submitted to DPR
and subsequently the DPR had re-

commended to the President for the

incident to be examined before the Ad
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Hoc Human Rights Court. President
Wahid at the time issued Presidential

Decree 53 of 2001 for the establishment

of Ad Hoc Human Rights Court.^'^. It

should be noted that the East Timor
incident referred to in Decree 53 was
not all incidents occurred in East Ti-

mor since 1976. The Incident was
limited to incident that occurred in

East Timor between the month of April

1999 to September 1999. The Pres-

idential Decree was amended -by Pres-

idential Decree 96 of 2001 when Wahid
was replaced by Megawati as Presid-"

ent. The amendment had narrowed
down the jurisdiction' "not covering all

areas of the former province of East Ti-
'

mor, but limited to Liquica, Dilli, dan
Suai.

The Attorney General's Office had
followed up the report by Komnas
HAM but not prosecuting all those

named by KPP HAM. Only 18 defend-

ants were prosecuted which were div-

ided into 12 cases. The defendants

from the military and police were
charged in a single case, in particular

those who have rank Liutenant Co-
lonel above. The two civilians had also

been charged in a single case.

When naming those who were pro-

secuted, the Attorney General Office

was criticized for not prosecuting the

many high ranking military and civ-

ilian officials who were in the central

government. The Attorney General

Office had defended by stating that

the exclusion is due to the limited

jurisdiction under Presidential Decree
96 of 2001.

In most of the cases, the defendants
were all charged by the prosecutors
with crimes against humanity under
Article 7 (b) and Article 9 of the Hu-
man Rights Court Law.^22 j.^^.^ ^^^^^
on the fact that the defendant assumed
their capacity as superiors having re-

sponsibility under Article 42 of the

Human Rights Court Law.'^^-

The. Ad Hoc Human Rights Court
found six guilty while acquitting the

other 12. The six, among others, are

the former Dili military commander
who was sentenced to five years in jail

and the former Chief of Military Com-
mand overseeing East Timor province

who was sentenced for 3 years. The
latter was found guilty by the Court

irrespective of the prosecutor seeking

for an acquittal. Two East Timorese

origins have also been found guilty.

The former Governor was sentenced

to 3 years,^^^ and the former leader of

Red and White militia was sentenced

to 10 years and 6 months. All six ap-

pealed their conviction and have not

served jail sentences pending their

appeal. When this article is written

there has yet been any decision from

the appeal.

For human rights activists the pro-

secution and decision of the court have

been referred to as a sham.''^" The

local human rights watchdogs, such as

PBHl and ELSAM, said that the trials
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were a complete failure because it

was defective from the outset and

intended only to save faces of the

trialsJ^^ The trial had not brought

those who were accussed as the main

perpetrators, such as the Chief of the

Armed Forces. Foreign analysts and
1 on

NGOs have voiced in similar vein.

Also countries like the US had expres-

sed its disappointment.
^^^

The Tanjung Priok incident took

place on 12 September 1984, when sol-

diers opened fire on antigovernment

protesters outside the Tanjung Priok

Mosque. According to the relatives of

the Tanjung Priok victims, the incid-

ent claimed over 400 lives, while the

military said only 18 people were killed

in the bloodshed. An investigat-

ion by Komnas HAM, however, found

there were 24 killed and 55 injured.

The trials of Tanjung Priok was pro-

ceeded with a report from Komnas

HAM issued on 11 October 2000.^^^

Based on the report, there were 23 in-

dividuals named occupying various

military positions as being responsible

in the incident, including the Chief of

the Armed Forces and Jakarta Military

Commander. However, the two were

not named when the Attorney General

Office file for prosecution as follow up

on Komnas HAM report.'^

At the time this article is written

the trials are still on going and verdicts

are expected to be delivered in around

February or March of 2004. There are

four trials involving a total of 17 de-

fendants. Fourteen defendants were

tried on a single case. The other three

cases prosecuted single defendant re-

spectively with a rank of major general,

one still active and the other two have

retired. However, it should be noted

that these three at the time of the in-

cident still a middle ranking military

officials.

Although verdicts have yet been is-

sued, however, NGOs have been skept-

ical of the results. It should be noted that

the trials did not attract foreign at-

tention, neither government nor NGOs.

Regarding the trials of East Timor

and Tanjung Priok incidents, many

have been dissatisfied with the result.

There are several causes for the unsat-

isfactory result.

To begin with, those who are the

main perpetrators and highly demanded

to stand trial have not been prosecuted

by the Attorney General Office. The

most culpable among those named by

the Komnas HAM reports, NGOs and

even international community had in

mind were spared. This mainly due

to Indonesia's cultural norms that pro-

tect social elites from prosecution.

In addition, the culpability of the

defendants sometimes hinges on un-

foreseeable political outcomes. In the

East Timor trials, if East Timor were

still part of Indonesia, those prosectued

will be considered national heroes

rather than criminals. The same applies

to the Tanjung Priok trials, the in-
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dividuals have to stand trials for some-

thing which were considered wrong
today, but not at the time when the in-

cident occurred. The trials seem to be

carried out to appease international

and domestic pressures rather than to

uphold human rights standards and
restore justice.

Although prosecutors and judges

involved in the East Timor and Tan-

"jung Priok trials had undergone special

human rights course, ^-^^ however it

is doubtful whether the short duration

of the course would give them a com-

prehensive understanding of interna-

tional criminal law. The unfamifiarity

and inexperience of the prosecutors

and judges raised doubts as to the

professionalism and fairness of the trial

as justice can be denied because of

lack of understanding when examin-

ing a case that requires particular ex-

pertise.

The lack of resources for legal re-

search coupled with the time constraints

on the judges to render decisions on

time further .undermines the authorit-

ativeness of the judgments''^^. If the

judges were previously afraid of the

powerful elite, they now tend to bow
to public outcry for revenge and in-

ternational pressure to find the defend-

ant guilty. This finds expression in

two forms: conviction even when there

is insufficient evidence, and sen-

tencing in contravention of legislative

minimum. '"^^ The other reason for

failure is the poor legal system, which

is not strong enough to protect witnes-

ses, thus making him/her reluctant to

testify. Due to such deficiency, the pro-

secutors and judges took the minimum
route in examining the root of the case.

To conclude, it is fair to say that it

is not an easy task to do justice of

past human rights abuses. Bringing
those responsible in the East Timor
and Tanjung Priok incidents are dif-

ferent from .bringing those responsible -

in the Second World War aftermath

or attrocities in" former Yugoslavia
and Rwanda. Japanese and German's
policy makers and soldiers had to

stand trials because they lost the war.

Leaders from former Yugoslavia and
Rwanda had to stand trials because

there were drastic change in the gov-

ernment. As for Indonesia, it had not

lost the war in East Timor nor the gov-

ernment has been changed drastically.

Political considerations have been

the dominant factor for a successful

prosecution of those responsible in

gross human rights violations. The cul-

prit of the Second World War would

have not stood trials if they had won
the war. American policy makers and

soldiers were able to get away from

interantional crimes prosecution dur-

ing the Vietnam war.''*' This mainly

because the US government fell thai

it was not international crimes warrant

for prosecution. If there were interna-

tional and domestic pressures, such

pressures can easily be disregarded.

This applies also to US attack on Iraq
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in 1991/^'^ and another attack in

March 2003.''*^ The two Presidents

would never stand trial for their de-

cision.

Promotion of Human Rights in the

Midst of War against Terror

The promotion and protection of

human rights in Indonesia, recently

have been detereorated due to war

against terror. The US and Australia

have lost their persuasiveness and

moral authority because their own
anti-terror efforts were perceived to

be inconsistent with their prior human
rights sermons to Indonesia. This has

become a convinient means for Indo-

nesian public to attack on the US and

Australia who in the past had been

perceived to constantly bullied Indone-

sia to respect human rights.

In addition, the Indonesian public

believes that war against terror should

not be fought at the expense of human

rights. To take an example, the Chair-

man of Indonesia's second largest Mus-

lim organization, Muhammadiyah, had

expressed that the war against terror

has confused the government, but it

should not ignore human rights.'^

The Megawati government has been

criticized for having bowed errorne-

ously to the US and its allies in the

fight against terrorism,'"*^ despite the

fact that Indonesia fell victim to ter-

rorism itself.^"*^ Since the launch of the

war against terror, Indonesia's human

rights cause has become one of its casu-

alties through the revival of legislation

legitimizing human rights abuses from

what was thought to be a bygone era.

Another source of debate was the fact

that the war against terror have been

seen as discrediting Islam. This has of-

fended the public since Indonesia's pop-

ulation are muslim majority. Further-

more, it has tarnsihed the image of

many Islamic boarding school known

as pesantren}'^^ Pesantren has been

suspected by the US government as

a place to train Islamic militant who sup-
1 4fi

port terrorism.

From the "public perception, the

war against terror has negative impact

on the promotion and protection of

human rights in Indonesia. This is be-

cause of the following reasons. First,

the Indonesian government has been

criticized for not protecting its na-

tionals abroad where they may have

suffered human rights violations in

terrorism-related situations. For in-

stance, Australian authorities went to

the house of Indonesian Muslims re-

siding in Australia with guns drawn

and sledgehammers to break down
doors. They were suspected of having

connections with Abu Bakar Ba'asyir.

This was considered by public in In-

donesia to be not in accordance with

human rights. The DPR, for example,

urged the government to lodge a pro-

test against what they call human
rights violations. To appease the

public, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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lodged a protest to the Australian gov-
ernment through its Embassy in Jakar-

ta/^^ but shunned away from DPR's
demand to establish investigation team
to look into the matter in Australia.

The public had also demanded the

government to inquire the Philippines

government as to the unnatural death
of terrorist suspect Al-Ghozi, who was
believed to have executed extra-jud-

icially .by. the Philippines military on
the eve of US President Bush's visit to

^he country.^" As for Al-Faruq and
Hambali who are currently in US
custody, there is concern as to their

exact whereabouts, their having ac-

cess to legal advice during interrogat-

ions, as well as calls for their extradit-

ion back to Indonesia for trial. 154 The
Minister of Foreign Affairs defended
government inaction on the grounds of

terrorism being 'non-traditional crim-

inal acts' that does not warrant pro-

tection. Moreover, there are doubts
as to the nationality of some of these

suspects that may render protection

inappropriate.^^

Second, international pressure is

mounting toward government to arrest

several Muslim leaders, such as Abu
Bakar Ba'asyir who is considered by
US and Australia as the leader of Je-

maah Islamiyah. The police and pro-

secutors did so even they have no so-

lid ground for prosecution. The lower

Court found Abu Bakar Ba'asyir guilty

of treason in a plot to overthrow Indo-

nesia's secular government but cleared

of charges of being the leader of the
Jemaah Islamiyah. Later on, the
appeal Court had reduced his sentence
from four to three years and found
guilty of forging identity documents.

Third, a number of persons have
reportedly disappeared or have been
forcibly taken into custody by the

police due to their alleged terrorist

links. The police has apprehended
^without, due process of law persons
considered as alumni from training

in Afghanistan during the Afghan war.

-Human rights watchdogs and muslim
community have criticized the police

moves as violations of basic human
, 1 59

rights. The police denied accusat-

ions that they had kidnapped Muslim
activists by using the Anti Terrorism
Law.'^o

The war on terrorism has relieved

external pressure on Indonesian gov-

ernment to respect human rights. For-

eign countries were ready to overlook

Indonesian's human rights abuses so

long the government is cooperative

in the war against terror. US, who had

been in the past concerned with of

human rights condition in Indonesia,

has not been putting much pressure

as the US needs Indonesia support its

war on terror.

The public in Indonesia have re-

sented international NGOs silence when
it comes to human rights abuses of

Indonesian national abroad suspected

of terrorist act. In this sense, public

in Indonesia felt those international
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vJGOs have been unfairly in bringing
luman rights issue. They only cri-

icize fiercely the government over In-

ionesia's human rights condition but
:ilent when it comes to Indonesians
ibroad who are abused of their hu-
nan rights.

The negative impact of war against

error towards human rights has
•aused public in Indonesia to quest-
on whether human rights are only
m instrument to weaken Indonesia
IS a country, including its government
ind military. The war on terror has
•ncouraged abuses of human rights

o reccur, this time with the bless-,

ng of countries who have traditionally

)een referred to as the 'defender of

luman rights.' In fact, the international

ommunity expects Indonesia to dis-

egard human rights consideration,
'or instance, Australia announced in

August a plan to resume ties with the

ndonesian special force, Kopassus,
vhich were broken off in 1999 when
he latter was accused of orchestrating

nass violence in East Timor. Co-
)peration with Kopassus had been
een as necessary since Kopassus pro-

'ides Indonesia's main counter-ter-

orism capability. The steps had re-

eived criticism from within Austra-
ia.'^^ To this end, the Australian For-

ign Minister argued that the ties

vill be qualified and limited. How-
ver, the cooperation was put on hold

s Kopassus were reluctant to do the

Dint exercise as a result of its Chief
vas refused to enter Australia.'^

The above assessment will lead to

a conclusion that human rights pro-
tection and promotion in Indonesia
can be undermined if powerful states

were willing to do so. Hence, foreign

governments do not have sincere in-

tention of upholding human rights in

Indonesia. They rather have used hu-
man rights issues as political instru-

ment against Indonesia.

CONCLUSION

During -the period of 1998 to 2003,

the protection and promotion of hu-
man rights in Indonesia remain far

from being as expected. The down
fall of Soeharto does not free Indonesia

from human rights abuses. Govern-
ment's commitment, improvement in

legal framework and the growing
number of institutions have been min-
imal in contributing to the protection

and promotion of human rights. In

addition, recent negative public per-

ception on excessive practice of human
rights have detereorated further this

cause.

The main cause of this failure is

the fact that many are unaware of the

fact that Indonesia is undergoing a

transitional period. In this kind of pe-

riod a bottom-up approach is absol-

utely needed. The conventional top-

down approach of influencing the gov-

ernment, improving the legal infra-

structure, even establishing new insti-

tutions would not be a panacea to pro-

tect and promote human rights.
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71 Every person shall have the right to
live and to defend his/her life and
existence.

72 (1) Every person, shall have the right
to establish a family and to pro-
create based upon lawful marriage.

(2) Every child shall have the right to

live, to grow and to develop, -and
shall have the right to protection
from violence and discrimination.

73 (1) Every person shall have the right
to better him/herself through the
fulfillment of his/her basic needs,

: the right to education and to bene-
fit from science and technology,

_ art and- culture, for the purpose
of improving the quality of his/
her life and for the welfare of the

human race. (2) .Every person shall

-have the right to improve him/her-
self through collective struggle for

his/her rights to develop his/her
society, nation and state.

74 (1) Every person shall have the right
to recognition, guarantees, pro-
tection and certainty before a just

law, and to equal treatment before
the law.

(2) Every person shall have the right

to work and to receive fair and
proper recompense and treatment
in employment.

(3) Every citizen shall have the right

to obtain equal opportunities in

government.

(4) Every person shall have the right

to citizenship status.

75 (1) Every person shall be free to em-
brace and to practice the religion

of his/her choice, to choose one's
education, to choose one's em-
ployment, to choose one's citizen-

ship, and to choose one's place of

residence within the state territory,

to leave it and to subsequently re-

turn to it.

(2) Every person shall have the right

to the freedom to hold beliefs {ke-

percayaan), and to express his/her
views and thoughts, in accordance
with his/her conscience.

(3) Every person shall have the right
to the freedon;! to associate, to as-
semble and to express opinions.

76 Every person shall have the right to
convnunicate and to obtain informat-
ion for the purpose of the development
of his/her self and social environ-
ment, and shall have the right to
seek, obtain, possess, store, process
and convey information by employing
all. available types -of channels.

77 (1) Every person shall have the right
to protection of self, family, honor,
dignity, and property, and shall'

have the right to feel secure against
and receive protection from the
threat of fear to do or not do some-
thing that is a human right.

(2) Every person shall have the right
to be free from torture or inhuman
and degrading treatment, and shall

have the right to obtain political

asylum from another country.

78 (1) Every person shall have the right
to live in physical and spiritual

prosperity, to have a home and
to enjoy a good and healthy envir-

onment, and shall have the right

to obtain medical care.

(2) Every person shall have the right

to receive facilitation and special

treatment to have the same op-
portunity and benefit in order to

achieve equality and fairness.

(3) Every person shall have the right

to social security in order to devel-

op oneself fully as a dignified hu-

man being.

(4) Every person shall have the right

to own personal properly, and
such right may not be arbitrarily

interfered with by any parly.

79 (1) The rights to life, freedom from
torture, freedom of thought and
conscience, freedom of religion.
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Globalization and Human Security

in Southeast Asia

M.C. Abad, Jr.

THE .debate whether there is "a

benign link between economics

and security has been going on

for decades, if not centuries. In the

1909' classic The^Great Illusion, BhtisK

autTior Norman "Angeir argued that"

war was useless in the modern eco-

nomic era. He believed that global

economic integration made the old

logic of using the threat or use of

force absurd. Even today, notwith-

standing the two world wars, many
continue to adhere that free trade

would increase contact among people,

prosperity among nations, and shared

stakes in maintaining peace.

^

On the other side of the debate are

those who believe that the tasks of

maintaining peace and promoting eco-

*Paper delivered at the Seminar on

Human Development in Southeast Asia

sponsored by the Center for Strategic and
Internationa! Studies and the United Na-
tions Development Programme, Jakarta, 10

February 2004.

'See discussions of The Great Illusion

in Michael Howard (ed.), War and the

Liberal Conscience (New Brunswick: NJ
Rutgers University Press, 1994).

nomic linkages require' a confluence of

many other factors. The benign link

between economics and security can-

not be assumed. On the contrary, un-

bridled opening of national economies

could aggravate economic and so-

cial insecurities and even lead to po-

litical and security conflicts both at

the domestic and inter-state levels.

Most policy makers today are no

longer concerned about the value of

economic liberalization and interdep-

endence in the maintenance peace

and security among nations, but on

the ability of nations or group of na-

tions in managing the ensuing new

power relations and the social impact

of economic change as a result of

globalization.'^ Specific challenges ar-

^For instance, see Robert B. Zoellick,

"Economics and Security in the Changing
Asia-Pacific," Survival, Vol. 39, No. 4,

(Winter 1997-1998), 29-51. A globally in-

tegrated economy is an unprecedented
phenomenon, not to be confused with eco-

nomic internationalization. In fact, a

world economy has existed since the 16th

century, based on the development of in-

ternational trade, foreign direct investment
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ising from globalization include (1)

the different levels and pace of eco-

nomic growth; (2) intensifying com-
petition for markets and resources

among nations; and (3) "the challenge

within" — the social impact of global-

ization or what some have referred

to as the public purpose of integrat-

ion.-^ The rest of this paper will focus

on this third challenge.

THE BENEFITS OF ECONOMIC
GLOBALIZATION

Studies-have shown that, in general,

global integration through economic

liberalization has produced positive

results. A World Bank study shows
that 24 developing countries that in-

creased their integration into the

world economy over two decades end-

ing in the late 1990s had achieved

higher growth in incomes, longer life

expectancy and better school attend-

ance. These countries, home to some 3

billion people, enjoyed an average

5% growth rate in income per capita

and migration. But the engine of the
world economy is the national state. To-
day's global economy has the capacity to

work as a unit, in real time, on a planetary
scale (See M. Castells, The Rise of the

Network Society, Blackwell Publishers, 1996).

See Lawrence H. Summers, "Reflect-
ions on Managing Global Integration,"
Speech at the Annual Meeting of the Asso-
ciation of Government Economists, New
York City, 4 January 1999.

in the 1990s compared to 2% in in-

dustrial societies."*

Many of these developing countries

have adopted domestic policies and
institutions that have enabled them
to take advantage of global markets
and have sharply increased the share

of trade in their GDP. Their annual
growth rates increased from 1% in the

1960s to 5% in the 1990s. The labor

sector in these integrating countries

saw wage increases and improved em-
ployment opportunities.

Research shows that developing
countries .that have become more open
have grown faster compared to those

that have not. A comparative study,

which ranks developing countries in

order of their increases in trade re-

lative to national income over the

past 20 years, shows that the top third

of the list, the "globalizing camp"
has increased their trade relative to

income by 104%, while the bottom
two-thirds, the "non-globalizing" camp,
trade less today than they did 20

years ago.-^

Notwithstanding the reversals

caused by the financial crisis of 1997-

1998, the economic record of East

David Dollar and Paul Collier, Global-
ization, Growth, and Poverty: Building an
Inclusive World Economy (The World Bank
and Oxford University Press, 2001).

''David Dollar and Aart Kraay, "Global-
isation: Spreading the Wealth," Foreign Af-
fairs, Vol. 81, No. 1, January-February 2002,

pp. 120-133.
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POVERTY RATES IN EAST ASIA 1975-1995*

Economy

Philippines

Malaysia

Indonesia

Thailand

East Asia

East Asia minus China

Asia over the past three decades
• was-impressive. by any. measure.. As

a result of policies favoring out-

ward-oriented growth, high savings

and investment, and sound fiscal

- positions/ per capita incomes in the

- region reached/ -on average,- 10 times-

higher than 30 years ago. Rapid growth

has been the basis for equally im-

pressive improvements in social in-

dicators: reductions in poverty, in-

creased investment in human capital,

improved health care, and lower in-

cidence of disease. Since the 1960s,

life expectancy in the region has

risen, on average, from 60 years to

70 years. The rate of poverty in the

region (without China) dramatically

decreased from 51% to 18% between

1975 and 1995.

In pursuit of the economy of

scale, regional organizations in the

Asia Pacific have sanctioned the lib-

^Ahuja, v., Bidani, B., Ferreiro, F. and
Walton, M., Directions in Development:
Everyone's Miracle?: Revisiting Poverty and
Inequality in East Asia (Washington DC:
World Bank, 1997). Poverty line is set at $1
a day per capita using 1985 prices.

1975 1985 1995

35.7 32.4- • 25.5
17.4 10.8 <l.O
64.3 32.2 11.4

81 10.0 <l.O
576 373 27.9
51-4 35.6 18.6

eralization and integration agenda.
The Assjociation of . Southeast Asian
Nations has the ASEAN Free Trade
Area, which has been in place since

2003; the Asia Pacific Economic Co-
operation has the Bogor Declaration

of free aiKi open trade-and investment

in the Asia-Pacific no later than 2010

for industrialized economies and 2020

for developing economies; and the

ASEAN+3 Process (Southeast Asia

plus, China, Japan, and South Korea)

is looking into the feasibility of an East

Asia Free Trade Area. Meanwhile,

ASEAN has entered into FTA nego-

tiations with China and India. Efforts

that could pave the way for bilateral

FTAs between individual ASEAN
Member Countries and the United

States are underway.

In short, ASEAN's response to

globalization is to integrate — simul-

taneous integration within the region

and between the region and the rest

of the world. Regional economic in-

tegration is premised on the operat-

ional efficiency derived from the eco-

nomy of scale of a critical mass. The

ASEAN free trade and investment

zone is supposed to enhance the re-
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gion's competitiveness by exploiting

the comparative advantages and com-

bined markets of the ten economies of

Southeast Asia. The Initiative for

ASEAN Integration (lAl) has been

undertaken to increase the integrat-

ive capacity of the organization's

newer members by developing their

human resources, infrastructure, in-

formation and communication tech-

nology (ICT), and trade and invest-

ment regimes. In the process, the lAI

is expected to help bridge the devel-

opment gap between the older and

newer members of ASEAN. Common
economic spaces are to be pursued

not only among ASEAN countries

but also between the region and

its major economic partners.

THE RISKS OF GLOBALIZATION

Global integration has its down-
side in the sense that the non-global-

izing camp continues to be margin-

alized. For many of the least-de-

veloped countries, the problem is

not that they are being impover-

ished by globalization, but that they

are in danger of being largely ex-

cluded from it. The insignificant 0.4%

share of these countries in world trade

in the second half of the 1990s was

down by half from 1980.'' Amre

From "Poverty in an Age of Global-
ization," World Bank, October 2000 in

David Dollar and Paul Collier, Globaliza-

tion, Crozoth, and Poverty: Building an In-

clusive World Economy, The World Bank
and Oxford University Press, 2001.

Moussa, Secretary-General of the Arab

League, describes this trend the "pol-

arization effects" that lead to widen-

ing gaps among and within nations.^

At the same time, as economies be-

come more integrated, it is not only

the opportunity for wealth creation

that is multiplied, but also volatility

and the opportunity for destabilizing

shocks and contagion. This pheno-

menon has been described as "ka-

leidoscopic comparative advantage,"

a notion that globalization has led to

fierce competition where slight shifts

in costs can lead to shifting jcompar-

ative advantage, which is increasingly

volatile.^ Even the Director-General

of the World Trade Organization has

warned that rapid integration without

adequate economic, regulatory, legal.

Amre Moussa, "Managing Change in

a Global Economy," Luncheon Address at

the Third Mediterranean Development
Forum, 7 March, 2000. Indeed, liberalization

and global integration have been accom-
panied by the problem of inequality. Of
the 6 billion people in the world today, 4.8

billion live in the developing and transition

countries. These 4.8 billion people receive
roughly $6 trillion of global GNP. Thus,
80 percent of the world's population re-

ceives only 20% of the world's income. About
1.2 billion people in the world live on less

than $1 a day. See James D. Wolfensohn,
Opening Address at the Annual World
Bank Conference on Development Eco-
nomics, 2001/2002.

'See jagdish Bhagwati, "Free Trade:
What Now," Keynote Address delivered
at the University of St. Callen, Switzerland,
25 May 1998.
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and technological foundation could
hold adverse consequences. ^°

Indeed, the processes of economic
liberalization and integration are not
without risks. The East Asian fin-

ancial crisis, which quickly deteriorated

into economic and social crises, de-

monstrated the peril of unbridled
liberalization and integration into the

world economy.

The Asian Development " Bank"
has argued that the root causes of the

financial crisis are structural pre-

mature liberalization (i.e., liberaliza-

tion of financial markets without
adequate supervision and regulation),

crony capitalism, and policy mis-
takes in managing private capital in-

flows — and not weak macroeconomic
fundamentals. The World Bank has
also observed that the liberalization

of domestic financial markets without

adequate prudential regulation and
supervision allowed banks and cor-

porations to assume unhedged foreign

borrowing positions that left them
vulnerable to sudden currency fluctu-

ations.

• Although each crisis had its dis-

tinct precursors and trigger mechan-
isms, those precursors were, in general,

high short-term debt relative to gross

domestic product and decreasing

productivity gains. South Korea had

Supachai Panitchpakdi, "Open mar-
kets, but look after the loosens," Interna-
tional Herald Tribune, 21 October 2002.

short-term debt three times its foreign
reserves while Indonesia and Thailand
had short-term debt almost two times
their foreign reserves. The sudden
and snowballing loss of confidence
of investors in the capacity of these
countries to honor their debts and their

rush to recover their capital were the

immediate causes of the crises. Na-
tional currencies were sharply de-
valuated, interest rates were raised

rapidly and" the price" of basic"com- "

modifies escalated. Business reversals

led to massive unemployment. The
financial crisis turned into big time
economic crisis.

Responding to the first symptoms
of the crisis, commercial banks froze

credit lines, pushing companies to

cut down on production, reduce their

labor force and sell assets to remain
solvent. The potential for expanding
exports as a result of the devaluation

could not be realized immediately
owing to reduced availability of credit.

The crisis was further exacerbated

by cutbacks in government expend-
itures, although the three Asian
countries most affected by the cri-

ses already had comparatively low
levels of public expenditures relative

to GDP. In 1995, the shares of central

government expenditures relative to

gross domestic product were 11%, 16%
and 18% for Thailand, Indonesia and

South Korea, respectively. As a result

of the crisis, government expend-

itures in Thailand were reduced by

about 15%. Overall, the World Bank
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jstimates that the financial crisis costs

ibout 18% of gross domestic product

Df the affected countries.

The financial and economic crisis

quickly resulted into a high level of

ob losses and consequential social

distress in Indonesia, Thailand and

>outh Korea. While the crisis was
lot as severe in the Philippines as in

;hese countries, nevertheless the de-

Tiand contraction, increased inflat-

ion, and reduced employment op-

portunities seriously affected the vul-

nerable groups. The major social im-

pact of the economic crisis lies in the

sudden reversal of the system of shar-

ing the benefits of economic growth

through steadily improving employ-

ment prospects.

According to the ILO, between

August 1997 and December 1998, ra-

pid job losses saw unemployment
rise in Indonesia from 4.3 million

to 13.7 million people. In Thailand,

the numbers exploded from 0.7 mil-

lion in February 1997 to 1.9 million

in December 1998. Unemployment in

South Korea reached 7.6% in July 1998

(1.5 million) and peaked at 2 million

in 1999. Even in less severely affected

economies, such as Hong Kong,
China, Malaysia and Singapore, there

were now twice as many people

without work than before the crisis.

In Hong Kong, the number of unem-
ployed increased from 77,000 people

in October 1997 to 152,000 in De-

cember 1998. In Malaysia, unemploy-

ment increased from 224,000 in De-

cember 1997 to 405,000 in December
1998. Over this period of two years,

the number of poor- in Indonesia in-

creased by more than 10 million from

22.5 million (11.3% of total popul-

ation) in 1996 to 33.2 million (17%)
in 1998.

PROMOTING HUMAN SECURITY

International cooperation and do-

mestic reforms have been taken to

prevent a recurrence of the financial

contagion. But the nature of the in-

ternational financial system con-

tinues to pose a threat against finan-

cial stability. Technological advances
have made national frontiers more
porous. States are less able, for

example, to control or even monitor
the transborder movement of capital

at the rate of $2 trillion a day. Be-

NUMBER OF COUNTRIES BY TYPE OF SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM:
SELECTED YEARS

Type of Program 1940 1949 1958 1967 1977 1987 1997

Any typ>e 57 58 80 120 129 141 172
Unemployment 21 22 26 34 38 40 68

Source: Social Security Programs throughout the World, U.S. Social Security Administration, 1997.
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tween 1990 and 1998, financial as-

sets managed by institutional in-

vestors more than doubled to over
$30 trillion, about equal to world
GDP. The capacities of developing
countries in institutional safeguards
for minimizing the risks of global-
ization of finance remain weak.

One of the most important lessons

of the devastating regional contagion
is -that it is th€ ordinary people who
bear most of the brunt of economic
crisis and business failures. Despite
this recognition, the concerted efforts

at reforming "the international fin-

ancial architecture- have not " been
matched by global initiatives to pro-
tect the vulnerable sectors of so-

ciety, including the labor sector. As
an immediate result of the eco-

nomic contagion, 10 million more
have aggravated the 120 million un-
employed workers worldwide.

Only minority of countries in the

world that have some type of a social

security program have also an un-
employment benefit scheme in place

(68 out of 172 in 1997) — though there

has been a rising trend especially

in the 1980s and 1990s. Unemploy-
ment insurance (UI) programs vary

across countries and over time in

terms of eligibility for benefits, their

size and duration, and methods of

financing.

Over the last 50 years in the

ESCAP region, 23 countries (as against

13 in the 1940s) had provided income

security for injured workers; 22 (as
against two in the 1940s) had ex-
tended old-age, invalidity and death
benefits; 14 (as against two in the 1940s)
had given sickness and maternity
benefits; six (as against one) had
provided unemployment benefits;
and four (as against one) had given
family allowances. While there is

hardly any country in the region that

has no formal social security system
of one~sort or other, most of tTiem
lack true universality of coverage.

Except South Korea, all other
countries, which- -s^affered financial

- arid economic crisis, namely Indo-
nesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singa-

pore and Thailand, did not have un-
employment insurance to cover the

dislocated workers as a result of

adjustments. Instead, limited forms
of emergency responses were under-
taken to mitigate the social impact of

the crisis.

In Indonesia, existing subsidies

on food, fuel, electricity, medicine,
and other essential items have been

See ESCAP, Tozoards a Social De-
velopment Strategi/ (New York: United Na-
tions, 1992),. 128-129. See also ESCAP, To-
wards Social Security for the Poor in the
Asia-Pacific Region (New York, United Na-
tions, 1996); and ESCAP, Social Costs of
Economic Restructuring in Asia and the
Pacific (United Nations publication, Sales
No. E.94.n.F.2).

The following is based mainly on
"Social Policy and Governance in East Asia
and the Pacific Region (World Bank Home-
page: www.worldbank.org).
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modified to ensure effective target-

ing of benefits to the poor. In parti-

cular, the program of targeted rice sub-

sidies has contributed to stabilization

of the price of rice in the country

(after a period of severe price in-

creases). The program also included

employment-generating public works

directed toward poor households,

programs to help children from low-

income families remain in school, and

credit programs targeted to farmers

and smffU- and medium-sized enter-

prises.

In Thailand, where the regional

contagion started, one of the measures

undertaken in the aftermath of the

financial crisis was the creation of the

Social Investment Fund (SIF) in 1988.

The SIF, a channel for accessing

funds from a World Bank loan, is

responsible for allocating funds to

demand driven community projects

in the form of grants aimed at allevi-

ating the short-term economic and

social impact of the crisis. This de-

mand-driven social safety net is sup-

posed to complement the state run

social security system, which covers

only 15% of the workforce.

The Philippines' response was tar-

geted poverty alleviation measures

through improved access to quality

education, health services, and live-

lihood opportunities. When the crisis

struck, the government had in place

the Comprehensive and Integrated

Delivery of Social Services program,

which tried to address the minimum

basic needs of poor families in fifth

and sixth class municipalities and

urban poor communities. Despite

this comprehensive program, only

10 percent of the poor reportedly

benefit from government inter-

vention. Other specific responses to

mitigate the impact of the financial

crisis on employment include: (a) as-

sistance by the Public Employment
Service Office to reemploy or retrain

displaced urban workers; (b) emer-

gency loans to the unemployed by the

Employment Compensation Commis-
sion; and (c) emergency rural works

programs by the Department of Labor

and Employment.^"^
'

ASEAN has began to restructure

its mechanisms for cooperation in

social development with a view to

refocus their activities from projects

to policy coordination, such as on the

implications of economic integration

and greater trade and services liber-

alization, including the impact of the

General Agreement on Trade in Ser-

vices (GATS) on social issues. Work-

shops on preparing workers for

changes in the labour market as well

as mutual recognition of professions

and skills as a means to enhance

employability and regional mobility

have been held. An ASEAN Task

Force on Social Safety Nets has been

Republic of the Philippines, Medium-
Term Philippine Development Plan, Chapter
13, 2001-2004.
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established to implement the ASEAN
Plan of Action on Social Safety Nets.

At the ASEAN Post-Ministerial
Conference of July 1999, Thailand pro-
posed the establishment of an ASEAN
social safety net fund that would
pool resources from donor agencies
and governments to assist the vul-
nerable sectors of society. A more
specific idea was proposed by the
Philippines in August 2002 to alleviate

poverty by establishing an ASEAN
facility _.for -micr^ financing. The test
of genuine commitment of ASEAN
member .countries lies, on whether, or
not they.„are prepared, to put.up their
own resources, however limited, be-
fore mobilizing external resources.
To its credit, Japan has come forward
by offering to support ASEAN in
establishing social safety nets by
making use of the Japanese Official

Development Assistance.^^

Although there are studies that
indicate the feasibility of designing
appropriate unemployment insurance
for the relatively higher income East
Asian countries (i.e.. South Korea),
developing economies, in general, are
not in the best position to provide for

THE INDONESIAN QUARTERLY, Vol. XXXII/2004, No. 1

it.'^ In least developed and devel-
oping economies, where unemploy-
ment is hardly a meaningful concept
amidst predominantly subsistence
activities, small formal sector, and
small tax base, social security mostly
takes the private form of extended
family networks or informal in-
surance mechanisms. At the same
time, public sector intervention to
provide for unemployment insurance
is needed because private schemes,
while able to mitigate temporary job
losses, cannot insure against the risk
of prolonged recession and. economic
.crisis _ln this. incTfiasingly volatile
world economy. The feasibility of Ul
in these countries would be an in-

teresting and useful research area,
not to mention the enormous challenge
of administering a UI system.

This is where the international

community, particularly the multi-
lateral agencies and governments,
must come in. Mitigating the social

impact of liberalization and integrat-

ion is a legitimate universal concern
that requires resources beyond the
capability of economies in transition

"Four Initiatives for Japan-ASEAN
Cooperation Toward the 21st Century,"
Statement by Japanese Prime Minister
Obuchi at the ASEAN-Japan Summit in
December 1998 in Hanoi. It was also on
this occasion when Japan announced the
establishment of a Japanese-funded "Hu-
man Security Fund" to be administered by
the United Nations.

Wayne Vroman, "Unemployment and
Unemployment Protection," Urban Insti-
tute, May 1999. The author argues that UI
would not be very expensive if past unem-
ployment rates prevail again in the future
in the higher income Asian countries.

'^Zafiris Tzannatos and Suzanne Rod-
dis, "Unemployment Benefits," Human
Development Network, The World Bank
October 1998.
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nd, more urgently, countries in fin-

ncial crisis.

But there is no global social safety

et. As described above, most of the

Dunter measures came in the forms
f technical assistance to reform the
nancial and corporate sectors as
'ell as financial injections to bail
ut failed conglomerates. Even those
)r "social purposes" are in the form
f technical assistance for institutio-

al capacity building. For example,
le Asia-Europe Meeting put up the
sian Financial Crisis Response Trust
and amounting to $45 milHon in June
^98 to support reform programs
^reed upon between the crisis-hit

)un tries and the international finan-

al institutions. About 55% of the
and went to financial and corporate
•ctor programs. The rest was use to

iild government capacity to monitor
le social impact of the crisis sup-
Dsedly to sharpen the targeting of
Jblic intervention programs. Sim-
irly, Japan has set up the Social De-
jlopment Fund to be administered

/ the World Bank and the Asian
eveiopment Bank for the same pur-
)se.

Globalization and its negative
>nsequences are global phenomena
at should be addressed at the global

vel. Indeed, "the challenge within"

lould be dealt with at various
vels — corporate, national, regional,

»d global, which are interrelated.

)r example, employment conditions

'uld be improved by compelling na-

tional governments to abide by the
"social clause" or core labor standards
that could be incorporated into WTO
mechanisms and processes. Not hav-
ing the labor-trade linkage would per-

petuate the present freedom of re-

pressive governments and companies
to continue to curtail workers' rights

as a tool for export maximization,
while continuing to leave the multi-
lateral system powerless to take any
effective measure to redress such ex-
ploitation. ^j^g g^^g ^.^^^ devel-
oping economies must be vigilant

— 17 '
--.

See International Confederation of
Free Trade Unions (ICFTU), "Enough ex-
ploitation is enough: A response to the
Third World Intellectuals and NGOs State-
ment Against Linkage (TWIN-SAL) " 15
September 1999 (ICFTU Website). ICFTU
claims to represent 124 million workers in
143 developing, transition and industri-
alised countries with two-thirds of its af-

fli'liff
coming from developing countries.

ILFTU argues that it may be true that, as
the TWIN-SAL statement says, not all those
who oppose linkage are corporate interests
and malign governments. But here are far
too many such interests and governments
opposing core labour standards at theWTO for it to be a coincidence. It is those
parties which have most to gain from the
perpetuation of a status quo which enables
them to continue their exploitation of
workers without any constraints. Further-
more, these same governments which re-
fused to countenance any discussion of
core labour standards at the WTO are
those which were the obstacles all the
way through the debates on the 1998 ILO
Declaration on Fundamental Principles
and Rights at Work. There is little sign of
good faith from governments which claim
at the WTO that core labour standards are
best dealt with by the ILO, but then at the
FLO do their utmost to block any streng-
thening of the ILO's capacity to deal with
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against its use as a non-tariff barrier to

international trade. Over the long

term, ASEAN should look into having

an equivalent of the European Com-
munity Charter of the Fundamental

Social Rights of Workers. The Charter,

which establishes the major prin-

ciples on which the European labor

law and social protection model is

based, is founded on the policy that

the "realization of the single market

should not .be regar-ded as a goal in--

itself."

The closest the world has come to

a global social safety net is the current

system of development'^assisfance.

However, even the United Nations

Development Programme has observed

that the Official Development Assist-

ance (ODA) system is fatally flawed

for such a purpose, both in its inad-

equacy to meet current demands and

in the pattern of its allocation. The

current level of ODA is only 0.3% of

the GNP of donor countries or less

than half of the 0.7% target if the

Millennium Summit's goal of cutting

poverty in half is to be achieved by

2015. Industrialized economies spend

$350 billion a year on agricultural sub-

sidies — roughly seven times what they

allocate for development assistance.

the issue effectively. And from the opposite

side of the debate, it is significant that the

proposal to discuss core labour standards
at the WTO is supported by the government
of South Africa, whose credentials to up-
hold the principles of socially just, equit-

able and non-discriminatory patterns of

trade and development are unquestionable.

The UNDP has advocated that if over-

seas aid is to serve as a global social

safety net, it will have to be based on

principles of pertinency, flexibility, -

, and adequacy.

The Copenhagen Declaration on

Social Development has committed to

establish appropriate social safety

mechanisms to minimize the adverse

effects of structural adjustment, stab-

ilization or reforin programmes on

the workforce. It called on interna-

tional organizations and- the United

Nations system, in particular the

- Bretton Woods institutions, to inte-

-grate^ social development goals into -

their policies, programmes and op-

erations. Meanwhile, the International

Labour Organization has convened

the World Commission on the Social

Dimension of Globalization compris-

ing 26 eminent persons from various

countries.

Moreover, the Commission on

Global Governance has called for the

establishment of an Economic Se-

curity Council (ESC) at the same level

as the United Nations Security Council.

The ESC would serve as a global forum

that would give political leadership

to ensuring the consistency among

policy goals of the main multilateral

economic institutions and to promot-

ing balance development.'^ On the

other hand, the Global Governance

Our Global Neighbourhood, The Re-

port of the Commission on Global Govern-
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ceptual ideas to its immediate region

if it has been experiencing multi-

dimensional crisis? In the past, while

its economy was at its height, Indo-

nesia could manage to foster the es-

tablishment of Asia Pacific Economic

Cooperation (APEC) and ASEAN Re-

gional Forum (ARF), ASEAN growth

triangles, and even a security agree-

ment with Australia.

The unexpected economic crisis in

1997 was a deadly blow to Indone-

sia's progress. This crisis had im-

pacted people throughout the countr

in. which the inflation, was high and

poverty rate had increased. This was
followed by weak political parties, as

well as unresolved issues on mass
lay-off greater unemployment, land

ownership and natural resources,

which subsequently encouraged them

to bring pressures to the institutions

of the state and its bureaucracy. To
date, people's access to health and

education have been reduced, while

at the same time the number of

families experiencing family break up
and domestic violence has also in-

creased. Such situation has even been

worsened by the longstanding issues

of corruption, collusion and nepotism

(commonly known as KKN) at both

the capital and provincial levels.

Moreover, Indonesia also experienced

the down fall of three presidents within

five years.

All those problems had brought In-

donesia to the period of 'annus hor-

ribilis', which is a contrast to the 33

years of forced stability under the Soe-

harto regime. The consequences are

highly serious: the failed diplomacy to

keep East Timor under Indonesian

jurisdiction, turbulence in various prov-

inces which may lead to disintegration,

the prolongation of the military special

ruling in Aceh province, uncontrolled

mass riots nationwide, and an inability

to deal at the same par with interna-

tional financial institutions such as

the International Monetary Fund and

the World Bdi\k.

- While, the current government has

no blue: print. .to deal with. .globaliza-

tion issues, it has found itself incap-

able of producing a concerted strategy

involving its people to properly handle

the crisis. As the general election is

getting closer, elite in the bureaucracy

have found the necessity to play dif-

ferent roles at the same time, that is,

being statesmen during working hours,

and becoming politicians outside

working hours. In short, in the current

Indonesian politics, party members
and most officials are busy themselves

finding the best way of winning the

parliamentary election in April 2004

and the presidential election in Sep-

tember 2004, and how to design a

possible winning team for a cabinet

coalition up to 2008. In this case, most

government officials and all the elites

are so busy in preparing the general

election that Koizumi's initiative is

accordingly ignored and not responded.
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REASONS FOR INDONESIA'S
SLOW RESPONSE

The Indonesian government has

regarded Japan's leadership under Ju-

nichiro Koizumi as a unique one: a

Prime Minister from LDP who is lead-

ing a cabinet which is not an LDP
coalition cabinet. As a result, it must

be very difficult for him to concentrate

decision making power in the Prime

Minister Office and the cabinet. This

has become the reason why most of

his cabinet ministers and also LDP
officials usually do. not speak in tan-

- dem with Koizumi's policy. If this

pattern continues, his own party will

very unlikely allow him to succeed,

with a consequence that Koizumi

might take drastic actions, such as

breaking up with LDP and forming an

alliance with the members of the De-

mocratic Party of Japan.

In fact, not only Koizumi has insuf-

ficient leadership within his own party,

but more critically, his weakness be-

came more evident when he pledged

to accelerate structural economic re-

forms amidst Japan's economic reces-

sion, with its banking system experi-

encing non-performing loans (Mor-

rison, 2003: 79). In the perspective of

the Indonesian government, therefore,

Japan is facing a problem of self-con-

fidence in managing its domestic re-

form. At the same time, while Indo-

nesia itself is facing uncertainty of who

will lead the nation, it would be diffi-

cult for the current government to pro-

vide a sophisticated response to Koi-

zumi's idea and to expect the upcom-

ing government to follow up such

policies. The idea of a bipartisan for-

eign policy is something peculiar to

the Indonesian government.

Koizumi's initiative seems to have

been in the lack of precision right from

the beginning. The idea was firstly

introduced when Koizumi visited

Singapore in January 2002, with Japan

wanting to see a new community that

acts together and. advances together

w-ith. the Association of Southeast

Asian Nations (ASEAN), China, South

Korea, Australia and New Zealand as

its core members (Morrison, 2003: 80).

At this stage, Indonesia began to view

that ASEAN had been pictured

within Japan's broader economic

framework, along with other advanced

economies.

The idea was later on reiterated

during the ASEAN plus 3 (China, Ja-

pan, South Korea) Summit Meeting

in Phnom Penh (Cambodia) on 4-5 No-

vember in the same year. On this oc-

casion, Koizumi joined the leaders

of ASEAN in signing a declaration

incorporating their agreement to draw

up a framework for a Comprehensive

Economic Partnership, which foresees

a Free Trade Agreement (FTA by the

end of 2004, and called for realization

within ten years {Look Japan, January

2003: 4).
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Reform Project has proposed the es-

tablishment of a World Human De-
velopment Trust dedicated to erad-
icating poverty by raising the living

standards of the poorest segments of

world population through micro fin-

ance. To finance the Trust, an innov-

ative global tax would be levied on
all arms transfers.^' The establishment

of a Human Security Council has also

been advocated to defend the new
frontiers of global human security,

such as deepening poverty and in-

ternal conflicts.^" Various proposals
to mobilize resources for multilateral

initiatives have been put. forward, i.e.

a Tobin tax on movements ..of interna-

tional foreign exchange, a tax on fossil

fuels, and a tax for global emissions.

It would need strong and sustained

political will in support of a human
security agenda and in overcoming
positions associated with entrenched

economic interests to get these ideas

somewhere.

ance (New York: Oxford University Press,
1995), 155-162. The Commission, co-chaired
by Ingvar Carlsson and Sharidath Ramphal,
was a sequel to the Stockholm Initiative on
Global Security and Governance of 1991.

^^Reimagining the Future: Towards De-
mocratic Governance, Report of the Global
Governance Project (Melbourne: La Trobe
University, 2fX)0), 31.

20Mahbub ul-Haq, "Global Governance
for Human Security," in Majid Tehranian
(ed.) World 5 Apart: Human Security and Global

Governance (London: I.B. Tauris, 1999), 91.

CONCLUSION

As economies become more in-

tegrated, it is not only the opportunities

that are multiplied, but also the in-

stability inherent in an interdep-

endent world with weak global in-

stitutions. Both the dynamism and
the risks of global economic inte-

gration are functions of the market
forces and private enterprise. Yet the

structures of global governance re-

quired for protecting the public pur-

pose are underdeveloped. Balance

development requires an international

- consensus oa-a policy of liberalization

-with a human face. ^

:

It is difficult to argue against the

benefits of economic liberalization in

the form of greater realization of the

efficiencies resulting from specializa-

tion and from the spur of competition.

But governments have concomitant
obligation to press for international

commitment to ensure that public

purposes are promoted not just to

mitigate the negative impact of glob-

alization, liberalization and integration,

but as an imperative of building hu-

mane and caring societies. Neglect of

the latter would equate the policy of

liberalization with exploitation and a

threat to human security. Having
created a disincentive for war among
nations, economics should now turn

to "the challenge within."



Koizumi's New Policy on ASEAN
and Indonesia's Response

Teukii Rezasyah

INTRODUCTION

GOVERNMENTS of the Asso-

ciation of Southeast Asian. Na-

tions (ASEAN) had a " little

surprise when the widely popular Juni-

chiro Koizumi became Japan's new
Prime Minister in early 2002. They

were very familiar with his past cam-

paign: reforming both the national

economy and his own Liberal Demo-

cratic Party. Koizumi later on gained

greater attention from within ASEAN
soon after he launched a policy called

'An Initiative for the Comprehensive

Economic Partnership', with Japan as-

piring to create a community that acts

together and advances together. In that

initiative, two main issues have been

pointed out: economic cooperation and

other cooperation for the future such

as education, human resources devel-

opment, and transnational issues.

Interestingly, despite acknowledg-

ing the policy's future implications,

ASEAN countries could hardly produce

a concerted response, as they tended

to focus on their unilateral policies.

While" Thailand and Singapore pre-

ferred a faster track towards a Free

Trade_ Agreement with Japan, Indone-

sia's response rem'ained""silent"Up to"

now. So far Koizumi's idea have not

yet received wide attention inside In-

donesia, as the country has not wit-

nessed any inter-ministerial consult-

ations as well as policy coordination

with segments of the society.

This paper argues that Indonesia's

lack of responses have been caused by

the prolonged structural problems that

the country has been facing, and that

there is the need to see Koizumi's

greater credibility and greater clarity

in his idea. The paper will also exam-

ine the possibility in implementing

Koizumi's policy to ASEAN.

INDONESIA'S STRUCTURAL
PROBLEMS

As expressed in the old saying, for-

eign policy begins at home. Hence,

how could a country contribute con-
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The above declaration was mod-
•ately accepted by the Indonesian
ite, as the idea was normative, and
mtain ideas to liberalize trade and
'ur growth between ASEAN and Ja-
in. In fact, Megawati government
uld have used it as a whip to build

'
its bureaucratic professionalism in

aling with Japan, and to strengthen
licies to produce better infrastruc-
res once Japan's idea becoming a
ility. At this stage, the^momentum
IS not properly taken by the Indo-
;ian cabinet.

At the same time,- there was a great
icern when the ASEAN^-Japan" de-
ration stated its willingness to
ng greater stability and prosperity
the region, with Koizumi reiterated

desire to work on the philosophy
'acting together and advancing to-

her' in Asia and ASEAN (Look
in, January 2003: 4). While it was
icult for the Indonesian elite to con-
tualize their interests with the new
jngs happening in ASEAN, East
'
and Asia, they have become more
more confused when six months

r Koizumi developed the original

'
into 'Acting together-advancing

ther' as 'sincere and open partners'
c japan, July 2003: 2).
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sia may feel uneasy in responding
to Koizumi's initiative, considering the
painful process of socioeconomic re-
structuring the country has been ex-
periencing following the 1997 eco-
nomic crisis. However, the lack of pre-
cision in Japan's idea itself has also
hampered Megawati government's ef-
forts to produce a proper response.

There is a high degree of wariness
that Japan -would involve Indonesia
and ASEAN as a whole to support its

global economic rivalry, which could
bring strategic consequences. Quest-
ions begin to emerge if Japan has se-
riously thought of getting out of the
West into Asia, and not getting out of
Asia into Europe.

> preparing the 2003 Japan-
AN Charter for example, Japan
the term East Asia and Southeast

interchangeably, which was more
using. Understandably, Indone-

Such confusion is understandable,
as the Indonesian government has be-
gun to examine the way Japan per-
ceives China. Professor Yuichi Funa-
bashi's concern on the growth of
Chinese economy in this case is a
good example. Even though at this
stage China is still depending on Ja-
pan for investment, however, there
is a possibility that Chinese investors
would take over Japanese companies.
Furthermore, Funabashi also fore-
casted the possible alignment between
the Chinese economy and the global
Jewish interests, as well as China's
possible alignment with India who has
overseas born Indians in the Silicon
Valley {Voices, 2002: 2). If this scenario
works well, China would become a
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new economic and political leader in

the East Asian region, which will

consequently change the existing stra-

tegic balance in the region.

A similar report produced by Ja-

pan's House of Councilors proved that

Japan had a great worry of China
which would have around 2 billion

population by the year 2050, equipped
with a stable economy combined with

a good reform in the areas of Inform-

ation and Technology. The country's

membership in the World Trade Or-
ganization would certainly make
China's presence more credible in the

Asian region (Research Committee on

International Affairs, 2001: 25). In the

same way. Professor Takakazu Ku-
riyama from Waseda University, who
is also the advisor to the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs, had pointed out the

necessity to conduct a proactive for-

eign policy through the integration of

multi-polarization, globalization as

well as democratization and a shift to

market economies. Interestingly, Pro-

fessor Kuriyama also acknowledges
the fact that the world is much less will-

ing to follow Washington's lead for

a number of reasons (Kuriyama, 2000:

202).

Japan's concern over China and its

readiness to play an independent role

outside the US leadership have be-

come Indonesia's main reason not to

produce significant response to Koi-

zumi's initiative, as it rejects to be part

of great power economic rivalries

and also Japan's sub-system in its path
for a stronger bargaining power vis a

vis the rest of the world.

Competition challenged by China
and India had been signaled by the

Singapore Prime Minister Goh Chok
Tong, while at the same time he also

encouraged all ASEAN members to

stick together (Vatikiotis and McBeth,
23 October 2003: 18). Indirectly, Goh
had Japan in his mind as a source of

economic security for ASEAN.
'

PROPOSED PROGRAMS

Admittedly, Japan has a great role

to play in wide areas of cooperation

aimed to accelerate its economic in-

tegration with ASEAN. High level of

discussions had been conducted on
the issues of liberalizing trade and
investment, strengthening and foster-

ing financial markets, as well as harm-

onizing market infrastructures and
professional qualifications.

While supporting the above men-
tioned ideas, however, it remains
a question whether the majority of

ASEAN people will benefit from such

cooperation. It is true that the ongo-

ing cordial relationships have been

developed by leaders of ASEAN and

Japan. But considering the lack of

predictability of the length of their

leadership, with their commitments
tend to produce long term consequ-

ences, it would be necessary to involve
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the ASEAN i,Oi.iety as a whole to play

a greater role in the process.

At the same time, considering the

gap already exists between the rich

minority and poor majority in most
ASEAN countries, again, Japan is in

the position to promote ideas leading

to sustainable poverty reduction and
growth at the same time. For this pur-

pose, Japan should focus on the fol-

lowing four ideas to involve a broader

segments of the society,:and not. to rer-

strict itself with the current ruling elites.

Dealing with The Globalization
Issues

Japan has so far been eager to mutu-

ally develop common vision and
values with its ASEAN partners in the

areas of rule of law and justice, de-

mocratic principles, respect for fund-

amental human rights and traditional

values, principles of the market eco-

nomy, as well as prevention and peace-

ful settlement of conflicts.

Nonetheless, such ideas would be-

come important only if the interested

countries are capable of conducting

massive socialization programs in-

volving strategic elements, such civil

servants, parliamentarians, the medias,

and informal leaders. How has Japan

really thought of approaching these

groups? It would be necessary if Japan

could work together with specific

universities inside ASEAN, and sharing

the above mentioned ideas through

workshops and short courses. If this

pattern works well, this will accord-

ingly improve the qualities of their

legislation and regulations, as well as

its long term term contribution such

as E-govemmnent,

Empowering The Society

Appropriate strategies to be devel-

oped would encourage the ruling gov-

ernments of ASEAN to promote broad-

based economic growth making and
to efficiently use their local resources.

They will also ensure the use of wel-

fare services in their respected coun-

tries, and at the same time would en-

courage the local people to initiate de-

velopment programs for their own
needs. Consequently, training could

be developed using modules follow-

ing Japan's economic experiences in

Southeast Asia, in cooperation with
the local universities and training

centres.

Special attention should be given

to improve rural women's participation.

In this case, women should be encour-

aged to participate in. planning, organ-

izing, actuating and controlling at

various levels. They should be the

first target for training in the areas

of cooperative and credit facilities,

as well as semi-finished products.

Supporting Scale Industries

While large scale industries are

capable of managing their affairs and
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linking themselves with the world, the

small and medium scale industries are

having difficulties in dealing with ap-

propriate technology, acquisition of

tools and materials, as well as fam-

iliarizing themselves with the bank-

ing system and the global market.

Areas of cooperation could begin

from food industry which can pro-

vide greater job opportunities. Among
others, shifting traditional processing

of raw materials, such as rice, coco-

nut, pineapple, mushroom, asparagus

and bamboo shoots into mass product

processing with the use of appropriate

technology, and later on considering

to apply better technology and capital

intensive methods. To this end, special

training should be conducted at the

national levels via training for trainers,

combined with twinning programs in-

volving universities and private agen-

cies in ASEAN and Japan.

Teaching English and Japanese at

Various Academic Levels

In order to prepare the ASEAN peo-

ple to be internationally competitive,

regardless of who will lead their na-

tions in the future, it is necessary to

promote English and Japanese teach-

ing at various levels of study. Japan

itself has attempted to introduce Eng-

lish teaching throughout the country

while at the same time introducing

Japanese teaching worldwide. In fact,

universal access to basic education is

essential for ensuring that all seg-

ments of the society will benefit from
macro economic growth.

It is therefore necessary to recon-

sider the relevance of the current cur-

riculum from primary to tertiary edu-
cation among the ASEAN member
countries in terms of intellectual and
practical purposes. In this case, short-

term projects can be created starting

from elementary and junior high

levels, with an international curri-

culum designed to encourage students

to develop their independent thoughts

and actions, and able^ to do simple

reading, "writing, listening and speak-

ing in basic Japanese and English.

Some basic aspects of cooperation

could be inserted into the curriculum,

e.g., introducing the multi-cultural as-

pects of ASEAN and Japan, standard

mathematics and computers, sustain-

able development, and other socio-cul-

tural elements considered important

for their future relations with their

Japanese counterparts.

This is a long-term project, whose

gratification would be realized after

years of persistent and consistent ap-

plication. In the future, firms whether

local or international would more

eager to invest when they know that

they will be able to rely on skilled

work force to make their investment

more productive. This Is a suitable

entry point, if we are really thinking

of building a new community cap-
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able of acting together and advanc-

ing together.

While people tend to talk about ter-

rorism in security terms, education in

this case can become the first shield

to combat terrorism from happening,

as simple skills learned in primary

school can make a critical difference

for the survival of families during eco-

nomic crisis.

CONCLUSION

It will take some time for Indone-

sia to arrive at its proper response to

Koizumi's great ideas. This can be ex-

pected to take place" presumably in

late 2004. However, there should be a

greater honesty on Japan's side to

sincerely inform the Indonesian govern-

ment and all ASEAN's developing

economies on the truthness of the Koi-

zumi's Initiative.
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